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1. The San Juan and Dolores River Basins
The San Juan and Dolores River basins lie in the southwest corner of Colorado, with the headwaters of
both rivers originating in the San Juan Mountains. The San Juan River flows southwest to Navajo
Reservoir, where it leaves the state in Archuleta County. It continues to flow through New Mexico and
Utah before reaching the Colorado River. The Dolores River basin is located directly north of the San
Juan River basin. The Dolores River flows first southwest to McPhee Reservoir and then continues
northward before exiting the state in Mesa County. The San Juan and Dolores River basins encompass
all of San Miguel, Dolores, Montezuma and La Plata counties, and parts of Mesa, Montrose, San Juan,
Hinsdale, Mineral, and Archuleta counties in Colorado. Figure 1.1 is a map of the basin.

1.1. Physical Geography
The San Juan River basin extends into portions
of New Mexico on the south and Utah to the
west, contributing approximately 23,000 square
miles of drainage area to the San Juan River at
the gage in Bluff, Utah. About one third of this
area, or 7,200 square miles, lies within
Colorado. Elevations within the basin range
from over 13,000 feet in the headwaters at the
continental divide, to about 4,050 feet near the
city of Bluff, Utah. The lowest point in the
basin within Colorado is in the Four Corners
Animas River viewed from Narrow Gage Railroad
area, with an elevation at about 4,800 feet. The
major tributaries to the San Juan River include
the Navajo River, Piedra River, Los Pinos River, Animas River, Florida River, La Plata River,
Mancos River, and McElmo Creek. Average annual streamflow for years 1971 to 1991 in the San
Juan River above Navajo Reservoir is about 427,500 acre-feet. Prior to completion in 1971 of the
San Juan Chama project, which diverts water from the San Juan River basin to the Rio Grande basin
in New Mexico, the annual average streamflow above Navajo Reservoir was 457,900 acre-feet. At
the Bluff, Utah gage, the annual average streamflow is
1,863,000 acre-feet. This value is not adjusted for flow
regulation caused by Navajo Reservoir since 1962.

Mc Phee Reservoir
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The Dolores River rises in the San Juan National Forest
near Bolam Pass, just north of the San Juan River basin.
Some elevations around the headwater areas lie above
13,700 feet. The river flows southwest to McPhee
Reservoir where it turns to flow to the northwest until it
leaves Colorado and eventually joins the Colorado
River near Cisco, Utah. The drainage area upstream of
the gage at Cisco is approximately 4,580 square miles.
The drainage area upstream of the most downstream
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Colorado gage on the Dolores River, at Gateway, Colorado is about 4,350 square miles. Major
tributaries to the Dolores River include the West Fork of the Dolores, Lost Canyon Creek,
Disappointment Creek, West Paradox Creek, and the San Miguel River, which is discussed
separately below. The mean annual flow at Cisco, Utah
for the 32 years prior to the construction of McPhee
Reservoir in 1986 was 612,200 acre-feet. After
construction the mean annual flow was 555,386 acrefeet between 1986 and 1993.
The San Miguel River is a major tributary to the
Dolores River, which it joins near the town of Uravan,
Colorado. The San Miguel headwaters begin near the
town of Telluride in the Uncompahgre National Forest
where peaks are over 13,400 feet. The drainage area of
the San Miguel River above the gage at Uravan is
approximately 1,499 square miles. Average annual flow
at this gage is about 273,100 acre-feet. Major tributaries
to the San Miguel River include South Fork, Fall Creek,
Leopard Creek, Beaver Creek, Horsefly Creek, Naturita
Creek, and Tabegauche Creek.
San Miguel River near Telluride

1.2. Human and Economic Factors
The area remains relatively sparsely populated, with the 2003 census estimates placing the combined
populations of San Miguel, Dolores, Montezuma and La Plata Counties at approximately 79,543.
Durango and Cortez are the major population centers in the basin, with approximately 13,900 and
8,000 residents respectively. Dolores, La Plata and Montezuma Counties grew by just around 25
percent from 1990 to 2000, whereas San Miguel County grew by over 45 percent in the same time
period. Population growth is concentrated along the San Juan Skyway including Cortez and
Durango, as well as in the Telluride Canyon. This growth attests to the importance of recreationbased activities, as the ski area and other outdoor recreation opportunities draw people and increase
tourism within the basin. Tourism serves as an important part of the basin’s economy.
The principal water use in both the San Juan and Dolores river basins is irrigation. The total irrigated
acreage in 2000 was approximately: 200,000 acres in the San Juan basin; 13,000 acres in the Dolores
basin; and 23,000 acres in the San Miguel basin. Non-agricultural diversions in the San Juan Model
include power generation at Cascade Reservoir (Electra Lake), the Ames-Ilium Hydro Project and
the Nucla Power Plant; the municipal water supply for the city of Durango and the towns of Mancos,
Animas, Rico, Fairfield, and Cortez; and parts of the Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company
diversions.
Several diversions from rivers in the San Juan Model are exported from the basin. These diversions
include the San Juan Chama Project which diverts from the Rio Blanco, Little Navajo, and Navajo
Rivers for use in the Rio Grande basin. Other smaller diversions transport water from the San Juan,
Piedra, Los Pinos, and Animas rivers for delivery to basins outside of the San Juan River basin. The
San Juan Model includes many diversions that transfer water from one tributary basin to another
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within the model. Several diversions from the San Juan and Animas rivers that are physically located
in New Mexico have been included in the San Juan Model. These provide water for large irrigation
projects in New Mexico and two power plants downstream of Navajo Reservoir.
The San Juan model includes 14 explicitly modeled reservoirs as well as 10 aggregated reservoirs
and 7 aggregated stock ponds. The explicitly modeled reservoirs are distributed geographically as
follows: four in the San Miguel basin (Gurley, Miramonte, Trout Lake, and Lake Hope), four in the
Dolores basin (Groundhog, McPhee, Summit and Narraguinnep), and five in the San Juan basin
(Jackson Gulch, Cascade, Vallecito, Lemon, Navajo, and Ridges Basin). The smallest two are Lake
Hope and Trout Lake with storage volumes of 2,315 and 3,422 acre-feet, respectively. The largest is
Navajo Reservoir with storage of over 1.7 million acre-feet. Navajo Reservoir lies mostly outside of
the State of Colorado, but was included in the model because of its impact on water distribution
within the San Juan and Colorado River basins.
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Figure 1.1 – San Juan and Dolores River Basins
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1.3. Water Resources Development
The San Juan and Dolores river basins have had substantial water resources developments in
the form of storage projects and pipelines developed by private groups and federal agencies.
Table 1.1 presents a timeline of key developments within the basin.
Table 1.1
Key Water Resources Developments
Date
Early 1940’s
Late 1940’s
Late 1950’s
1964
1972
1985

Project
Pine River Project - Vallecito Reservoir
Mancos Project - Jackson Gulch Reservoir
Colorado River Storage Project - Navajo Reservoir
Florida Project - Lemon Reservoir
San Juan Chama Project
Dolores Project - McPhee Reservoir

Agency
USBR
USBR
USBR
USBR
USBR
USBR

Section 2 provides a detailed description of all the modeled water resources developments
within the basin.

1.4. Water Rights Administration and Operations
Historical water rights have been administered in the San Juan and Dolores River basins
according to the prior appropriation doctrine. Some special cases of water rights
administration are as follows:


The San Juan Chama Project diverts water from the Rio Blanco, Little Navajo, and
Navajo rivers in Colorado for export to the Rio Grande basin in New Mexico. The
project does not have absolute decreed water rights in Colorado and is administered
as the most junior right on the system within the state. Minimum streamflow bypass
requirements on each of the streams are administered as just senior to the diversions
for this project.



Indian water rights exist in the San Juan basin. They are relatively senior and are
modeled via the prior appropriation doctrine like any other water rights in the basin.



Navajo Reservoir and several large diversions from the San Juan River in New
Mexico are included in the San Juan Model, although they are not administered by
the State of Colorado. They are administered within the model as junior in priority to
all Colorado water rights.



The La Plata Compact governs the distribution of water on the La Plata River
between the states of Colorado and New Mexico. The administration is dependent
upon the streamflow at two gaging stations: 1) Hesperus Station (USGS No.
09365500) and 2) Interstate Station (USGS No. 9366500). During the year from
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December 1 to February 14, each state has the right to use all water within its
boundaries. For the remainder of the year, February 15 to November 30, allocation
for La Plata River water is performed according to the following guidelines:
1. If the flow at Interstate Station is greater than or equal to 100 cubic feet per
second (cfs), each state has unrestricted rights to all water within its boundaries.
2. If the flow at Interstate Station is less than 100 cfs, the State of Colorado shall
deliver at the Interstate Station a quantity of water equal to one-half of the mean
flow at the Hesperus Station for the preceding day, not to exceed 100 cfs.
During periods of extreme low flow, the guidelines above may be superseded by a method of
administration that allows the delivery of all available water successively to each state in
alternating periods. When flow at the Hesperus Station is less than 30 cfs, the lower reaches
of the La Plata will run dry, and Colorado cannot deliver any water in accordance with No. 2
above. Figure 1.1 shows the general layout of the San Juan and Dolores river basins.
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2. San Juan and Dolores River Projects
and Special Operations
This section contains information that was gathered during initial data collection efforts for the
CDSS project. This section discusses the administration and operation of a number of special
water rights situations in the San Juan and Dolores River basins and is intended to provide a
general understanding of the operations necessary to incorporate those water rights situations in
the CRDSS Water Rights Planning Model (San Juan Model).
The following special water right operations have been identified in the San Juan and Dolores
River basins, based on a review of the key structures included in the San Juan Model as well as
W. W. Wheeler's interviews with the division engineer and his staff, and with a number of the
principal water users in the basin.
Subsection
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

Description
San Juan Chama Project
Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company
Summit Reservoir System
Jackson Gulch Reservoir (Mancos Project)
Dolores Project (McPhee Reservoir)
Florida Project (Lemon Reservoir)
Pine River Project (Vallecito Reservoir)
Navajo Reservoir and New Mexico Water Rights Operations
La Plata River Compact
Miscellaneous Water Right Considerations for San Juan Model

2.1 San Juan Chama Project
The San Juan Chama Project was developed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) as a
participating project of the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP). The project diverts water
from tributaries of the San Juan River in the Colorado River basin for delivery to the Rio
Grande basin. The water is used for municipal, domestic and industrial purposes in central
New Mexico and also provides a supplemental irrigation supply to approximately 92,500
acres. The San Juan Chama Project was designed to yield an average of about 110,000 acrefeet per year.
There are three principal diversion facilities on tributary streams in Colorado's Irrigation
Division 7. The Blanco Diversion Dam (WDID 294667) diverts from Rio Blanco and
delivers the water into the Blanco Tunnel. The Blanco Tunnel, with a design capacity of 520
cfs, carries the water 8.64 miles from Rio Blanco to the Little Navajo River. The Little Oso
Siphon carries the water under the Little Navajo River and into the Oso Tunnel. Additional
water from the Little Navajo is diverted at the Little Oso Diversion Dam (WDID 774636)
and is added to the flow of the Oso Tunnel.
San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information
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The Oso Tunnel, with a capacity of 550 cfs, carries the water 5.05 miles from the Little
Navajo River to the Navajo River. The Oso Siphon carries the water under the channel of the
Navajo River and into the Azotea Tunnel. Additional water from the Navajo River is diverted
at the Oso Diversion Dam (WDID 774635) and is added to the flow through the Azotea
Tunnel. The Azotea Tunnel, with a capacity of 950 cfs, carries the water 12.8 miles from the
Navajo River to Azotea Creek in the Rio Grande basin.
The cumulative diversions at the three diversion dams represent an export from the San Juan
River basin. There are no return flows to the San Juan River drainage. Records of the
monthly diversions at the three diversion structures were obtained from the USBR for water
years 1971 through 2002. The average annual diversions for this 32-year period are shown
below:
Average Annual Diversions (1971 –2002)
Name

Average Annual Diversion
(acre-feet)
35,390
3,820
41,470
80,680

WDID

Rio Blanco
Little Navajo
Navajo River
Total

294667
774636
774635

The authorizing legislation for the San Juan Chama Project places additional limitations on
the diversions from the Colorado (San Juan) River basin. Diversions cannot exceed
1,350,000 acre-feet in any period of ten consecutive years and cannot exceed 270,000 acrefeet in any one year. Diversions by the Project are also subject to minimum bypass
requirements at each of the diversion structures. These bypass requirements (cfs) are set forth
below.
San Juan Chama Bypass Requirements (cfs)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Rio Blanco
15
15
20
20
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
15

Little Navajo
4
4
4
4
27
27
27
27
4
4
4
4

Navajo
30
34
37
37
88
55
55
55
55
37
37
37

On the Rio Blanco, these bypass requirements are similar to the instream flow water rights
held by the CWCB. The CWCB rights are for 29 cfs from May 1 through September 30 and
20 cfs for the remainder of the year. On the Navajo River, the bypass requirements are also
San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information
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similar to the CWCB instream flow rights, 55 cfs from May 1 through September 30 and 37
cfs for the remaining months. There are no CWCB instream flow rights on the Little Navajo
River. For modeling purposes, the monthly maximum of bypass requirements and CWCB
minimum flows are used.
The San Juan Chama Project does not have any decreed water rights and is not listed in the
state engineer's tabulation of water rights. The Division 7 Engineer administers these rights
as being the most junior water rights on the stream and the San Juan Model represents the
project accordingly. Generally, the minimum bypass requirements shown above are
sufficiently high to protect the diversions of the other existing water rights on these tributary
streams. For purposes of the San Juan Model, the monthly minimum bypass at each headgate
is assumed to be the greater of the legislated bypass flows shown above or the CWCB
instream flow rights.
The historical monthly diversions at each of the diversion structures were obtained from the
USBR and are incorporated into the San Juan Model to represent historical conditions over
the 1975 through 2002 study period. For future planning scenarios, the San Juan Chama
Project diversions should reflect the 1995 priority date and the minimum bypass
requirements discussed above. The diversions should also be limited by the following
structure capacities, based on the USBR's design capacities of the various diversion works:
USBR Structure Design Capacities
Name
WDID
Rio Blanco
294667
Little Navajo
774636
Navajo River
774635
Azotea Tunnel Capacity

Capacity (cfs)
520
150
650
950

2.2 Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company
The Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company (MVIC) is the major distributor of water to the
McElmo Creek drainage near the town of Cortez. Historically, the MVIC provided irrigation
water for about 37,500 acres of land in the Montezuma Valley and also contracted to provide
conveyance facilities for the delivery of municipal and domestic water for Cortez, Towaoc
and some of the surrounding rural areas.
Prior to the construction of McPhee Dam and Reservoir, the principal feature of the USBR's
Dolores Project, the MVIC diverted its water supplies from the Dolores River about one mile
downstream from the town of Dolores and conveyed them transbasin to the Montezuma
Valley through two canal structures, the Main Canals No. 1 and No. 2. The imported water
was then distributed to the users via an extensive ditch and lateral system. Main Canal No. 1
delivered the water through a tunnel and into the eastern and northeastern portions of the
Valley via the West Lateral, Hartman Draw and the East Lateral. The service area under this
portion of the system extends to the south side of Highway 160 to near the town of Towaoc.
The southern portion of the service area is at the boundary of the Ute Mountain Ute Indian
Reservation in the headwaters of Navajo Wash, a tributary of the Mancos River. The eastern
San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information
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and southern portions of the MVIC service area are provided water via the Rocky Ford Ditch
and the Highline Ditch, laterals operated by the Company. Totten Reservoir (WDID 713601)
provides regulating storage for deliveries into the Rocky Ford Ditch.
Main Canal No. 2 historically ran parallel to the Dolores River for about six miles and then
crossed the basin divide into the McElmo Creek drainage at a low saddle known as the Great
Cut. The water was then bifurcated and conveyed through the "U" Lateral and through the
Lone Pine Lateral for delivery to the northwestern portion of the MVIC service area.
The MVIC also owns and operates three reservoirs to regulate the delivery of water to its
water users. Groundhog Reservoir (WDID 713612) is located high in the Dolores River basin
and was historically used to supplement diversions through the Main Canals No. 1 and No. 2
in the late summer months when the natural flow of the Dolores River declines. It has a
capacity of about 21,700 acre-feet. Narraguinnep Reservoir (WDID 713602) is an offchannel reservoir which receives water via the Main Canal No. 2 and the Lone Pine Lateral.
This storage was historically used to regulate late season deliveries to the MVIC irrigated
lands. It has a capacity of about 19,000 acre-feet. The third MVIC reservoir is Totten
Reservoir (WDID 713601), with a capacity of about 3,400 acre-feet. This facility provides
regulation of irrigation deliveries to those portions of the MVIC system under the Rocky
Ford Ditch on the south side of McElmo Creek.
After completion of McPhee Dam and Reservoir in 1984, the MVIC operation was modified.
The water rights and diversions for Main Canal No. 1 (formerly WDID 714673) are now
delivered through the newly constructed Dolores Tunnel (WDID 714675). On the receiving
side of the tunnel, the division engineer has separately identified the imported water
according to the following uses: (1) Irrigation water deliveries to the MVIC (WDID 324675
+ WDID 320697 (the Rocky Ford Inlet)); (2) Municipal deliveries to the city of Cortez
(WDID 320680); (3) Domestic water deliveries to the Montezuma Water Company (WDID
322001); and (4) Dolores Project irrigation deliveries to the Ute Mountain Ute Indians
through the Towaoc-Highline Canal (WDID 320884). The water rights for the city are
discussed below. The deliveries of the Indian project water did not begin until 1994.
The water rights for Main Canal No. 2 (formerly WDID 714674) are now delivered through
the outlet works of the Great Cut Dike (WDID 714676), the latter being a 65-foot high earth
dam constructed across the Great Cut. At most operating levels of McPhee Reservoir,
deliveries into the "U" Lateral and the Lone Pine Lateral can be made by gravity; however
provisions are available to pump the water into the "U" Lateral if the reservoir levels are too
low. For the period of record prior to 1986, the diversions from the Dolores River were
recorded under WDID 714674.
For purposes of keeping track of the imported water from the Dolores River, the division
engineer has operated a number of measuring gages. Prior to 1987, deliveries through the
Lone Pine Lateral were recorded as the sum of the Lone Pine Lateral at Big Drop (WDID
320701) and the Narraguinnep Inlet (WDID 320699). Deliveries to irrigation were reflected
as the sum of the Lone Pine Canal at Highway Bridge (WDID 320702) and the Narraguinnep
Reservoir Outlet (WDID 320700). After completion of the Dolores Project and installation of
the measuring flume at the Great Cut Dike, the diversions to storage in Narraguinnep
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Reservoir are recorded under WDID 320815 and the total deliveries to irrigation are still
reflected as the sum of WDID 320702 and WDID 320700. Since approximately 1981,
irrigation water delivered to the "U" Lateral has been recorded under WDID 320772. It is
also noted that after completion of the Dolores Project, project deliveries from McPhee
Reservoir to the Dove Creek Canal (WDID 322006) are also made through the outlet works
at Great Cut Dike. Deliveries to the Dove Creek Canal began in 1988 and are discussed in
more detail in this documentation under the heading Dolores Project.
The MVIC is the owner of the following absolute water rights decreed for diversion from the
Dolores River. These are the irrigation water rights that are currently delivered transbasin
through the Dolores Tunnel (WDID 714675) and the Great Cut Dike (WDID 714676).
MVIC Direct Flow Water Rights
Name

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Main Canal No. 2
Main Canal No. 1
Main Canal No. 2 (AP)
Main Canal No. 1
Main Canal No. 2 (AP)

02-01-1892
02-01-1892
02-01-1892
03-22-1963
03-22-1963

05-01-1881
11-25-1885
11-25-1885
11-25-1885
11-25-1885

Admin. No.
11444.00000
13113.00000
13113.00000
30667.13113
30667.13113

Amount
(cfs)
1.0
707.7
707.7
90.0
90.0

Historically, the MVIC also owned a conditional direct flow water right in the amount of
592.3 cfs with an appropriation date of 11-25-1885 (administration date 13113.00000). As
part of the Towaoc-Highline Canal Agreement (See discussion under Dolores Project), 505
cfs of this right was transferred to the Dolores Water Conservancy District. The remaining
87.3 cfs of this right that was retained by MVIC has priority over the District's use of the
right. The principal storage rights owned by the MVIC are as follows:
MVIC Storage Rights
Name

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

Narraguinnep Reservoir
Narraguinnep Reservoir
Narraguinnep Reservoir
Narraguinnep Reservoir
Groundhog Reservoir
Groundhog Reservoir
Totten Reservoir
Totten Reservoir

12-18-1933
12-18-1933
12-18-1933
03-22-1963
12-18-1933
12-18-1933
12-18-1933
03-22-1963

03-15-1888
10-28-1907
08-17-1922
05-01-1956
08-01-1905
10-24-1929
04-25-1907
02-01-1951

15372.13954
21119.00000
26526.00000
38837.00000
20301.00000
29151.00000
20933.00000
36921.00000

Amount
(cfs)
5,969
3,306
11,527
1,653
10,623
11,086
400
3,000

As part of the negotiated agreements, which provided for the construction of the Dolores
Project, the MVIC agreed to limit the diversions from the Dolores River to no more than
150,400 acre-feet per year. The diversions are further limited to no more than 72,000 acrefeet during the months of April, May and June. This operation was projected to result in an
average non-project yield of about 130,000 acre-feet per year. The MVIC also contracted for
an allocation of Dolores project water in an amount necessary to fulfill the ideal irrigation
requirement on 26,300 acres of irrigable land under the system. This project water delivery is
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estimated to range from 0 to 60,000 acre-feet of water, with an average of about 13,900 acrefeet per year. Theoretically, the MVIC would be entitled to a maximum delivery of project
water of 105,500 acre-feet, if it is assumed that the senior rights of the MVIC would have
zero yield (26,300 acres x 4.01 acre-feet per acre). In the San Juan Model, a 65,000 acre-feet
storage account in McPhee Reservoir is assumed to be available to supplement MVIC
irrigation demands when the direct flow yield is insufficient. This value is based on the
original USBR operation studies for the project.
With this storage account in McPhee, the MVIC no longer needs to operate its own storage in
Groundhog and Narraguinnep reservoirs as it did historically to supplement its irrigation
demands. In 1991, MVIC and the Dolores Water Conservancy District (District), the
sponsoring agency for the Dolores Project, entered into an agreement which provided for an
exchange of up to 2,300 acre-feet of storage from McPhee Reservoir to the upstream
Groundhog Reservoir. This exchange water is then released as necessary to protect a
continuance of the historical diversions of water rights on the upper Dolores River that are
junior to the senior rights of the MVIC. For purposes of the CRDSS San Juan Model,
upstream junior water rights that are included in the model are attached to this exchange pool
in Groundhog Reservoir to allow diversions that would otherwise be out of priority with
respect to the MVIC's senior rights.
Narraguinnep Reservoir is an off-channel reservoir filled using diversions through the Lone
Pine Lateral. Prior to the construction of the Dolores Project, the reservoir was reportedly
drawn down extensively in most years to provide supplemental late season irrigation
supplies. Since McPhee Reservoir has been on line, irrigation releases from Narraguinnep
Reservoir are less than historical, typically in the range of 5,000 to 7,000 acre-feet per year.
Releases from the reservoir are recorded by the division engineer under WDID 320700. It
should be noted however, that these releases may also include direct flow water from the
Lone Pine Lateral that is diverted through the reservoir and also that some releases are made
from a second outlet directly back into the Lone Pine Lateral.
The water imported by the MVIC provides the majority of the water used for irrigation in the
Montezuma Valley of the McElmo Creek basin, either directly or in the form of irrigation
return flows. The return flows generally accrue to the drainages of McElmo Creek (above
Cortez), Hartman Draw, Alkali Canyon, Trail Canyon, Mud Creek, Navajo Wash (near
Towaoc) and Yellow Jacket Canyon. These return flows are re-diverted by other irrigation
structures and have their own decreed water rights in Water District 32. For the San Juan
Model, the irrigation return flows from the MVIC system were apportioned to the different
sub-drainage basins using topographic contour maps and the general location of the MVIC
laterals and irrigated lands, as shown in the Definite Plan Report (DPR) for the Dolores
Project. The location of the return flows was determined in relation to other structures
included in the San Juan Model.
City of Cortez. Historically, the physical facilities of the MVIC system (Main Canal No. 1)
were used for the carriage of Dolores River water decreed for municipal purposes by the city
of Cortez. The city's water rights are listed in the following table. After the construction of
McPhee Reservoir, these diversions are carried through the Dolores Tunnel and are recorded
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by the division engineer under WDID 320680. These water rights are all senior to the rights
of the MVIC.
City of Cortez Water Rights
Amount
Name
Adjud. Date
Approp. Date
Admin. No.
(cfs)
Main Canal No. 1
02-01-1892
05-31-1879
10743.00000
1.1
Main Canal No. 1
02-01-1892
04-15-1880
11063.00000
1.1
Main Canal No. 1
02-01-1892
05-31-1882
11839.00000
1.0
Main Canal No. 1
02-01-1892
05-31-1883
12204.00000
1.0
The Montezuma Water Company. The MVIC system was also historically used for the
transbasin delivery of municipal water for the Montezuma Water Company, the company
that provides domestic water service to the rural areas of the Montezuma Valley outside of
the city of Cortez. The Montezuma Water Company holds a number of senior direct flow
water rights on the Dolores River, as shown below. After completion of the Dolores Project,
these diversions are made through the Dolores Tunnel and are recorded by the division
engineer under WDID 710627 for diversions from the Dolores River and under WDID
322001 as the receiving structure in Water District 32.
Montezuma Water Company Water Rights
Name

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

Dolor Wat Div Hdgt
Dolor Wat Div Hdgt
Dolor Wat Div Hdgt
Dolor Wat Div Hdgt

02-01-1892
02-01-1892
03-22-1963
12-31-1973

05-01-1881
05-10-1881
11-25-1885
07-11-1973

11444.00000
11453.00000
30667.13113
45117.00000

Amount
(cfs)
0.50
0.50
10.00
1.00

The 10 cfs water right shown above was transferred from the Main Canal No. 1, owned by
the MVIC. As part of this transfer, the Montezuma Water Company was also guaranteed a
delivery of additional storage water from the MVIC's Groundhog Reservoir. With
completion of the Dolores Project, this storage agreement was superseded by an agreement
for storage in McPhee Reservoir.

2.3 Summit Reservoir System
The Summit Reservoir system is a privately-owned system of canals and reservoirs that
imports water from the Dolores River basin (Water District 71) for irrigation purposes in the
upper reaches of the McElmo Creek drainage (Water District 32). A portion of the irrigation
water is also delivered into tributaries of the Mancos River (Water District 34) and small
amounts are delivered to irrigated areas from which the irrigation return flows return back to
the Dolores River drainage.
The Summit system includes two major direct flow diversions from Water District 71: (1) the
Turkey Creek Ditch (WDID 710618) and (2) the Summit Ditch (WDID 710609). The water
rights for these structures are as follows:
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Turkey Creek Ditch and Summit Ditch Water Rights
Name

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

Turkey Creek Ditch
Turkey Creek Ditch
Summit Ditch

02-01-1892
03-22-1963
03-22-1963

07-16-1886
03-21-1905
06-14-1913

13346.00000
30667.20168
30667.23175

Amount
(cfs)
30
60
135

The Turkey Creek Ditch diverts from Turkey Creek, a tributary of Lost Canyon Creek which,
in turn, is a tributary of the Dolores River near the town of Dolores. The ditch also delivers
water to several small reservoir systems prior to delivery for storage in Summit Reservoir.
These small reservoirs are (1) the R.B. Coppinger Reservoir (WDID 713617), decreed for
approximately 17 acre-feet; (2) the Sellers and McClane Reservoir (WDID 343592), decreed
for 52 acre-feet; and (3) the Joe Moore Reservoir, a.k.a. Big Pine Reservoir (WDID 713606),
decreed for 259 acre-feet. Because of their relatively small size, the operation of these three
reservoirs was not specifically included in the San Juan Model.
The Summit Ditch (WDID 710609) diverts water from Lost Canyon Creek and delivers it
directly for irrigation and/or to storage in Summit Reservoir. The ditch also is used to divert
storage water pursuant to the storage rights decreed to Summit and A. M. Puett reservoirs.
Summit Ditch Water Rights
Name
Summit Reservoir
Summit Reservoir
Summit Reservoir
A.M. Puett Res.

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

12-18-1933
12-18-1933
03-22-1963
12-18-1933

03-01-1905
03-01-1905
12-01-1938
11-28-1904

20148.00000
20148.00000
32476.00000
20055.00000

Amount
(cfs)
1,780
1,233
1,274
264

Water stored in Summit Reservoir, obtained through the Turkey Creek Ditch and the Summit
Ditch, is released through the outlet works (WDID 712002) for delivery to the irrigated lands
under the system. Just downstream of the Summit Reservoir outlet is the turnout that serves
as the inlet ditch to the A.M. Puett Reservoir (storage deliveries into Puett Reservoir must
first be delivered into and pass through Summit Reservoir). For purposes of administration,
the Division Engineer maintains a Parshall Flume on the Summit "Outlet" Ditch, just downditch of the turnout for the Puett inlet. This measurement, in conjunction with the recorded
releases at WDID 712002, is used to determine the amount of water that is being used
directly for irrigation in the system and the amount being delivered into A.M. Puett
Reservoir. The division engineer also keeps track of the water released from A.M. Puett
Reservoir for irrigation. This release is recorded under WDID 320704.
According to the division engineer, it is the general practice of the Summit Reservoir
Company to first fill the A. M. Puett Reservoir, followed by Summit Reservoir. After the
reservoirs are filled, the direct flow water diverted at WDID 710618 and WDID 710609 is
delivered directly to irrigation in the system. Later in the summer months, the stored water is
released for irrigation.
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The lands irrigated under the Summit Reservoir system are generally located to the west and
southwest of Summit and Puett reservoirs on the terrace ground tributary to Stinking Springs
Canyon, Cash Canyon and Simon Draw. Simon Draw is generally the dividing point between
the Summit system and the MVIC system. Total deliveries made to the Summit Irrigation
system serve lands that are tributary to McElmo Creek via Simon Draw (approximately 75
percent), tributary to Mancos River (approximately 23 percent) and tributary to the Dolores
River via Canyon Creek (approximately 2 percent).

2.4 Jackson Gulch Reservoir (Mancos Project)
Jackson Gulch Reservoir is the principal feature of the Mancos Project, constructed by the
USBR in the late 1940's. The reservoir stores surplus water available during the spring runoff
months and subsequently releases that water to supplement the late summer irrigation water
demands a number of senior water rights on the Mancos River near the town of Mancos. A
portion of the project water supply can also be delivered, by exchange, to a number of
upstream water users. The reservoir also provides reserve storage for municipal uses by the
town of Mancos. The project, which provides supplemental irrigation water supplies to an
estimated 7,000 to 9,000 acres, is managed by the Mancos Water Conservancy District.
Diversions to reservoir are made through the Jackson Gulch Reservoir Inlet Canal (WDID
340535), which diverts from the West Mancos River about 2.5 miles upstream from the
reservoir. The ditch has a design capacity of about 258 cfs. The absolute water rights decreed
for diversion at the inlet canal are summarized as follows:
Jackson Gulch Inlet Water Rights
Name
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet
Jackson Gulch Inlet

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

04-28-1893
04-28-1893
04-28-1893
04-28-1893
04-28-1893
03-22-1963
12-31-1991

05-15-1887
05-15-1880
06-15-1881
05-15-1882
05-15-1888
10-31-1936
12-31-1971

9997.00000
11093.00000
11489.00000
11823.00000
14015.00000
31715.00000
51499.44559

Amount
(cfs)
3.91
0.67
0.50
0.67
4.67
258.17
258

The first five water rights listed are all senior irrigation rights that were either transferred to
the Inlet Canal or water rights that named the Inlet Canal as an alternate point of diversion.
These rights are not owned by the Mancos Water Conservancy District. They are owned by
individuals under the Crystal Creek Ditch that have negotiated a carriage contract with the
District for delivery of these rights through the project inlet and/or outlet canals.
Jackson Gulch Reservoir (WDID 343589) was constructed at the headwaters of Jackson
Gulch and has an estimated total capacity of 9,980 acre-feet. There is an estimated dead
storage/reserve of about 349 acre-feet, including 29 acre-feet of dead storage, 200 acre-feet
reserved by the United States and 120 acre-feet reserved for use by Mesa Verde National
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Park. This leaves an active capacity of about 9,631 acre-feet. The water surface at the high
water line is about 217 acres. The absolute storage rights for the reservoir are shown below:
Jackson Gulch Reservoir Storage Rights
Name
Jackson Gulch Res.
Jackson Gulch Res.

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

03-22-1963
12-31-1991

10-31-1936
12-31-1954

31715.00000
51499.38350

Amount
(cfs)
9,980
1,385

The District also owns a number of conditional junior rights for the inlet canal and reservoir.
These rights provide for additional uses including hydropower generation.
Jackson Gulch Reservoir is operated such that filling normally begins in March or April
when the snowmelt conditions will allow diversions from the West Mancos River through
the inlet canal. The inlet canal is normally shut down during the winter months, December
through February. Diversions are made up to 258 cfs, depending on the available flows and
the demands for downstream senior water rights. The objective is to attempt to fill the
reservoir by June 1. It is also noted that even when the inlet canal is legally out of priority
with respect to other water rights on the stream, diversions are allowed to continue into the
reservoir so long as an equivalent release is made through the outlet (i.e. no depletion of the
diverted flow). This practice enables the district to maintain a fresher reservoir and at the
same time it absorbs some of the diurnal fluctuations of the stream, improving administration
of the water rights in the Mancos drainage. There are no other water rights in the intervening
reach of the West Mancos, between the inlet canal and the outlet canal.
The majority of the releases from Jackson Gulch Reservoir are made through the outlet canal
and delivered back to the West Mancos River where the water is re-diverted at downstream
irrigation ditches which own project water. According to records of the Mancos Water
Conservancy District, structures that are included in the San Juan Model have the following
allocations of Jackson Gulch Reservoir project water:

Jackson Gulch Reservoir Project Allocations
(Structures Included in San Juan Model)
Project Allocation
Name
WDID
(acre-feet)
Lee and Burke Ditch
340542
83
Webber Ditch
340576
2,255
Ratliff and Root Ditch
340554
1,113
Lee Ditch
340543
248
Frank Ditch
340527
146
Willis Ditch
340583
216
Boss Ditch
340506
281
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Jackson Gulch Reservoir Project Allocations
(Structures Included in San Juan Model)
Project Allocation
Name
WDID
(acre-feet)
No. 6 Ditch
340552
454
Sheek Ditch
340565
306
Beaver Ditch
340505
790
Henry Bolen Ditch
340534
176
Crystal Creek Ditch
340514
927
Long Park Ditch
340544
50
Smouse Ditch
340567
25
Williams Ditch
340582
53
East Mancos Highline
340522
245
Rush Reservoir Ditch
340560
175
Bauer Reservoir No. 2
343586
303
Weber Reservoir Inlet
340577
90
Town of Mancos
340573
210
Carpenter and Mitchell Ditch
340508
280
Total
8,426
Project water for the Long Park Ditch, the Smouse Ditch, the Williams Ditch, the East
Mancos Highline Ditch, and the Rush Reservoir Ditch is delivered via non-decreed
exchanges since these structures are not physically located so as to receive the water directly
from the outlet canal.
The irrigated lands served by the Bauer Reservoir No. 2 (WDID 343586) receive their
project water by delivery from Jackson Gulch Reservoir directly to Jackson Gulch. It is then
re-diverted to the Bauer Reservoir through the C-C Ditch (WDID 340507), a carrier ditch
that conveys the water transbasin from Jackson Gulch to Chicken Creek. From Chicken
Creek, the water is diverted into the reservoir through the Bauer Reservoir Ditch No. 2
(WDID 340504).
The Crystal Creek Ditch (WDID 340514) can take delivery of its project water directly from
the inlet canal or directly from the outlet canal, because it physically crosses over the two
project canals. It is estimated that about 25 percent of the project water is delivered from the
inlet canal and 75 percent from the outlet canal.
Jackson Gulch Reservoir also delivers project water to a number of structures that are not
included in the San Juan Model, as follows:
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Jackson Gulch Reservoir Project Allocations
(Structures Outside San Juan Model)
Project Allocation
Name
WDID
(acre-feet)
Exon Ditch
340505
50
John Carter Ditch
340538
400
Crader Ditch
340513
115
Smith Ditch
340566
10
E.C. Smith Ditch
340521
93
West Mancos Water Supply System
340578
120
(Mesa Verde National Park)
Mancos Rural Water Supply Co.
N/A
130
Total
918
It should be noted that two of these structures, the John Carter Ditch and the Crader Ditch do
not have adjudicated direct flow rights and rely primarily on project water from Jackson
Gulch Reservoir as their source of irrigation water, supplemented with diversions made
under "free river" conditions. The District 34 water commissioner maintains records of these
diversions and has separately identified the irrigated acreage for the John Carter Ditch (174
acres). The irrigated acreage under the Crader Ditch is accounted for under the Crystal Creek
Ditch and the Lee and Burke Ditch.

2.5 Dolores Project (McPhee Reservoir)
The Dolores Project was developed by the USBR as a participating project in the Colorado
River Storage Project (CRSP). The project provides regulation of the flows of the Dolores
River to provide supplemental water supplies for irrigation, municipal, industrial, fish and
wildlife, and recreational uses in the Montezuma Valley area of the McElmo Creek drainage
and the area to the southwest of the Dolores River near the community of Dove Creek,
Colorado. The project will also provide significant irrigation water supplies to the Ute
Mountain Ute Indian Tribe, as well as municipal water for the town of Towaoc. According to
the Definite Plan Report, and as currently envisioned, the project would develop an average
annual water supply of about 126,600 acre-feet, including 90,900 acre-feet for irrigation of
61,660 acres, 8,700 acre-feet for municipal and industrial use and 29,300 acre-feet for fish
and wildlife enhancement. The project is managed by the Dolores Water Conservancy
District.
The principal feature of the Dolores Project is the McPhee Dam and Reservoir (WDID
713614), located on the mainstem of the Dolores River, just downstream of the town of
Dolores. This storage reservoir has a total capacity of 381,100 acre-feet of which 229,000
acre-feet is active storage and 152,100 acre-feet is inactive, including a dead storage pool of
100 acre-feet. The active storage is presently allocated to the following uses:
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McPhee Reservoir Storage Allocations
Montezuma Valley Irrigation Co. (Supplemental Irrigation Supply)1
Ute Mountain Ute Tribe (Full Service Irrigation)
Full Service Irrigation (Dove Creek Canal)
Municipal Users (Cortez, Dove Creek, Montezuma Water Co. and
Towaoc)
Dolores River Fishery
1

13,900 acre-feet
23,300 acre-feet
55,200 acre-feet
8,700 acre-feet
29,300 acre-feet

Project water supply for MVIC can vary up to a maximum of 105,500 acre-feet per year. See following discussion.

The Montezuma Valley Irrigation Co. (MVIC) is the major user of irrigation water in the
Montezuma Valley area around Cortez (See separate discussion of the MVIC in this
documentation). The Dolores Project provides supplemental irrigation water to the MVIC
through the Dolores Tunnel (WDID 714675) and through the outlet works at the Great Cut
Dike (WDID 714674), the latter being a 65-foot high earth dam constructed across a low
saddle known as the Great Cut. As part of the negotiated agreements for the construction of the
Dolores Project, the MVIC agreed to limit its total irrigation diversions from the Dolores River
to no more than 150,400 acre-feet per year, including its project water. Diversions pursuant to
the MVIC rights are further limited to no more than 72,000 acre-feet during the months of
April, May and June. The MVIC contracted for an allocation of Dolores project water in an
amount necessary to fulfill the ideal irrigation requirements on 26,300 acres of irrigable land
under the MVIC system. This delivery of project water is estimated to range from 0 to 60,000
acre-feet per year, with an average of about 13,700 acre-feet, delivered at the MVIC system.
Theoretically, the MVIC has a contract right to 105,500 acre-feet of project water from
McPhee Reservoir, if it were conservatively assumed that the MVIC's senior water rights
would have zero yield from their own priorities (26,300 acres x 4.01 acre-feet/acre = 105,500
acre-feet).
The Dolores Water Conservancy District (District) also entered into separate agreements with
the MVIC which provided: (1) Acquisition by the District of 505 cfs from the MVIC's
conditional direct flow right; and (2) Acquisition by the District of 2,300 acre-feet of storage
water in the MVIC's Groundhog Reservoir. The latter effectively enables an exchange of water
from the District's storage in McPhee Reservoir to the upstream Groundhog Reservoir. The
exchange water is then released from Groundhog Reservoir to allow continued diversions by
upstream water rights that are junior to the large direct flow rights of the MVIC. In accordance
with the exchange agreement, the MVIC receives an equivalent 2,300 acre-feet of storage in
McPhee.
The project water allocated to the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe is delivered through the TowaocHighline Canal. As part of the Dolores Project and the Colorado River Water Quality
Improvement Program (specifically the McElmo Creek Salinity Control Unit), the USBR
realigned and enlarged the MVIC's Highline Canal so that it could also serve to deliver the
Indian project water. In the process, the MVIC's Rocky Ford Ditch was abandoned in favor of
the new ditch and new lateral systems. project water is delivered to the Towaoc-Highline Canal
from the Dolores Tunnel via the Towaoc Penstock (and through the new hydroelectric power
plant) on Hartman Draw just north of Cortez. From the power plant, the water is delivered
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directly into the new canal. According to the Definite Plan Report, the Dolores Project would
provide the Indian Tribe with an average of 22,900 acre-feet of water for a full service
irrigation supply on approximately 7,500 acres southwest of Towaoc. Deliveries to the Indian
lands began in 1994 and currently about 3,200 acres (43 percent) are being irrigated.
Another major feature of the Dolores Project is the Dove Creek Canal (WDID 322006) which
will provide an estimated 54,300 acre-feet of irrigation water to approximately 27,860 acres of
full service land in the vicinity of Pleasant View, Cahone and Dove Creek, Colorado. Project
water for the Dove Creek Canal is delivered by pumping from the outlet works of the Great
Cut Dike (WDID 714676). The Dove Creek Canal extends in a northwesterly direction to lands
that are located in the headwaters of drainages tributary to McElmo Creek (35 percent ±) and
drainages that are tributary to the San Juan River downstream of McElmo Creek (65 percent
±). Irrigation water was first delivered to the Dove Creek Canal in 1988, as the project
operation was phased in.
Currently, the largest of the municipal water allocations in McPhee Reservoir is that of the city
of Cortez (6,200 acre-feet). This water is used to supplement the city's senior direct flow water
rights out of the Dolores River (See discussion under the documentation of the MVIC system).
The water would be delivered through the Dolores Tunnel (WDID 714675) and recorded by
the division engineer under WDID 320680. Recently, the city has requested that its allocation
be reduced to 2,300 acre-feet. Municipal water for the town of Dove Creek (allocated 600 acrefeet in McPhee Reservoir) is delivered via the Dove Creek Canal and the Indian M & I water
(allocated 1,000 acre-feet in McPhee Reservoir) is delivered through the Dolores Tunnel where
it is treated by the city of Cortez. The water then is delivered through a new pipeline to
Towaoc.
A large portion of the Dolores project water supply (29,300 acre-feet) is reserved for
downstream recreational and fishery purposes. Each year, water is released from this account
upon the request of a biology committee, which schedules the releases after consideration of
the natural flow in the river and the spills flowing past the McPhee Dam. These releases are
debited against the fish and wildlife pool, unless the reservoir spills are in excess of the
monthly target flows listed below. In this case, the releases are not debited against the 29,300
acre-foot account. This method of operation provides significant flexibility with respect to
managing the fishery habitat.

November
December
January
February

30 cfs
30 cfs
30 cfs
30 cfs

Fish and Wildlife Target Releases
March
40 cfs
July
April
40 cfs
August
May
50 cfs
September
June
70 cfs
October

70 cfs
70 cfs
50 cfs
40 cfs

In the operation of McPhee reservoir, releases are also made for senior water rights on the
Dolores River, downstream of the Reservoir. Consistent with the original USBR planning
studies, this release is 3,900 acre-feet per year, generally about 8 cfs in the summer months and
3 cfs in the winter months. The major water rights owned by the Dolores Water Conservancy
District for operation of the Project are summarized in the following table. This list does not
include several small senior irrigation rights, owned by the USBR, which are stored in McPhee
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Reservoir as part of the operation of the Paradox Salinity Control Unit. The yield of these water
rights is relatively small and they are not separately accounted for by the Dolores Water
Conservancy District in the operation of the project.
Dolores Water Conservancy District Water Rights
Name
Adjud. Date
Approp. Date
Admin. No.
Main Canal No. 1
02-01-1892
11-25-1885
13113.00000
McPhee Res. Inlet
03-22-1963
09-10-1940
33125.00000
McPhee Reservoir

03-22-1963

09-10-1940

33125.00000

Amount
505 cfs
585 cfs
750,000
acre-feet

At this time, all of these water rights remain conditional. The first listed water right was
acquired from the MVIC pursuant to the MVIC's 1977 contract with the District and the
Towaoc-Highline Canal Agreement. This water right will be changed by court action to allow
storage in McPhee Reservoir and exchange from McPhee Reservoir to Groundhog Reservoir. It
is noted that the Dolores Water Conservancy District also owns a number of conditional direct
flow and storage decrees for other project components that are no longer part of the project
(e.g. Monument Creek Reservoir, Dawson Draw Reservoir, etc.).

2.6 Florida Project (Lemon Reservoir)
The Florida Project was constructed by the USBR in the early 1960's as a participating project
in the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP). The principal feature of the project, Lemon
Dam and Reservoir, stores surplus water available during the spring runoff months and
subsequently releases the water to supplement the late summer irrigation demands for a
number of senior water rights on the Florida River southeast of Durango, Colorado. The project
provides supplemental irrigation water supplies to an estimated 13,750 acres and full service
irrigation to an estimated 5,700 acres for a total of 19,450 acres. The majority of the acreage is
located on the Florida Mesa while a smaller portion is located immediately adjacent to the
Florida River. The project is managed by the Florida Water Conservancy District.
The project also involved rehabilitation of the diversion dam for the Florida Farmers Ditch, one
of the major users of project water, enlargement of portions of the Florida Farmers Ditch and
the Florida Canal and rehabilitation and extension of existing irrigation laterals in the service
area. The first irrigation water from the project was delivered in 1964.
Lemon Reservoir (WDID 303581) is an earth-fill dam constructed across the Florida River
about 15 miles northeast of Durango. It has a total capacity of 40,140 acre-feet of which 39,030
acre-feet is the active pool. The remainder of the storage includes 350 acre-feet of dead storage
and 760 acre-feet of inactive storage reserved by the United States. Lemon Reservoir has the
following decreed absolute storage rights.
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Name
Lemon Reservoir
Lemon Reservoir
Florida Power

Lemon Reservoir Storage Rights
Adjud. Date
Approp. Date
Admin. No.
03-21-1966
06-10-1936
31572.00000
12-31-1991
07-01-1965
51499.42185
12-31-1985
09-30-1983
49308.48850

Amount
40,240 ac-ft
7,760 ac-ft
11 cfs

Generation Station. The second storage right listed is a refill right for the reservoir. An
additional 32,440 acre-feet of the refill decree remains conditional. The direct flow right for 11
cfs is decreed for hydro-electric power generation at the outlet of Lemon Reservoir.
Lemon Reservoir is normally operated to keep the level of the reservoir fairly constant through
the months of October, November and December. Forecasts for the anticipated snowmelt
runoff into the reservoir are provided by the National Weather Service on a monthly basis,
beginning in January and updated through July. During January, February and March, the
amount of storage capacity required for flood control is determined using relations developed
by the Corps of Engineers and releases are made to make the flood control space available as
necessary. Releases from Lemon Reservoir are normally adjusted to maintain the flow of the
Florida River below 1,000 cfs. Peak snowmelt runoff occurs during the months of April
through July. During these months, the reservoir releases are controlled to satisfy downstream
irrigation demands and to reserve the necessary flood control volumes required by the
forecasts. As the inflow begins to drop off in late June or early July, the storage water is
released to supplement downstream irrigation demands through the remainder of the irrigation
season. Records of the historical inflows and releases at the reservoir and the historical contents
are maintained by the District and the USBR.
The United States has agreed to maintain a minimum streamflow of 4 cfs in the Florida River
between the dam and the headgate of the Florida Farmers Ditch. The city of Durango also
owns senior direct flow water rights on the Florida River which total about 8.9 cfs.
Accordingly, the minimum release could vary from 4 cfs to 12.9 cfs, depending on the city's
demands and the gains to the river downstream of the dam. Normally during the non-irrigation
season, the city's demands are less than 4 cfs. It is noted that the Colorado Water Conservation
Board has also filed for a minimum instream flow right for the reach of the river below the
dam, being 7 cfs from July 1 through October 14 and 14 cfs for the remainder of the year.
Operation of the new hydro-electric generation facility at the dam (11 cfs) is consistent with the
bypass/release for minimum flow requirements.
The Florida Project is operated to provide an annual yield, measured at the water users'
headgates, of 25,740 acre-feet per year. This represents a 100 percent allocation of the Project
supply and each "acre-foot unit" represents 1/25,740th of the available supply. These acre-foot
units are owned by the various individuals who own and irrigate the project lands. According
to the Florida Water Conservancy District, the historical allocation has never been less than
100 percent and frequently, the annual allocation is established at greater than 100 percent. The
project water supply is very specifically tied to only the 19,450 acres originally designated by
the USBR. No expansion of acreage is allowed. The remainder of the active storage capacity in
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Lemon Reservoir (39,030 acre-feet - 25,740 acre-feet) is used to make up seepage and
evaporation losses, transportation losses and carryover to provide for dry year conditions.
According to the division engineer and water commissioner, supplemental irrigation water
from Lemon Reservoir is generally required when the natural flow of the river drops below
about 200 cfs. There are approximately 7 major irrigation structures on the Florida River,
cumulatively decreed for over 200 cfs, which represent the structures that deliver the majority
of the project water supplies from the reservoir. These structures are separated into the A
Group and the B Group. The A Group consists of those ditches that divert from the Florida
River and irrigate lands immediately adjacent to the stream. The major structures in this group
are listed below. Cumulatively, these structures are allocated 1,520 acre-feet of project water
annually (5.9 percent of the total project supply). The pro rata allocation of project water to
each ditch was based on the irrigated acreage determined for the CRDSS.
Group A Diversion Structures
Project Allocation
Group A
WDID
(acre-feet)
Harris Patterson Ditch
301003
183
Pioneer Ditch
301019
547
McCluer-Murray Ditch
301009
198
Banks-Tyner Ditch
301033
410
Tyner-East Side Ditch
301243
182
Total
1,520
Group B is made up of only two major ditch systems; (1) the Florida Farmers Ditch, including
the Florida Farmers "Co-op" and (2) the Florida Canal, including its enlargement. The
cumulative allocation of project water under these two systems is 24,220 acre-feet per year
(94.1 percent of the total project supply). The pro rata allocation of project water to the two
systems was based on the irrigated acreage determined for the CRDSS.
Group B Diversion Structures
Project Allocation
Group B
WDID
(acre-feet)
Florida Canal
301013
17,440
Florida Farmers Ditch
301011
6,780
Total
24,220
Because the project water is owned by individuals rather than by ditch companies, it is
difficult to identify the allocations specific to the individual ditches in Group A. Accordingly,
the allocations assigned to the ditches in Group A and to the two ditches in Group B are
based on information obtained from the Florida Water Conservancy District and on the
irrigated acreage under each of the ditch systems, as determined from the CRDSS mapping
efforts. The allocation process is complicated by the fact that individuals with lands under the
Florida Farmers Co-op Ditch have their own specified allocations, as do the individuals that
receive water from the Florida Canal Enlargement. Also, these ditches commingle and it is
difficult to separate the irrigated acreage. Acreage and demands associated with the Group B
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ditches are combined into a single demand node at the Florida Farmers Ditch location. The
derived values are consistent with the allocations used by the Conservancy District.
Portions of the Florida project water supplies are delivered to lands owned by members of
the Southern Ute Indian Tribe. These deliveries are reflected in the total allocation for the
Group A ditches (114 acre-feet out of 1,520 acre-feet) and the Group B ditches (1,886 acrefeet out of 24,220 acre-feet).
Other than Lemon Reservoir, the only significant storage in the system is provided by Pastorius
Reservoir, an off-channel facility which provides regulation of the deliveries under the Florida
Canal. It has a decreed capacity of 970 acre-feet. It is not a part of the Florida Project and its
operation has not been included in the San Juan Model.
Irrigation return flows from the Group A ditches accrue back to the Florida River where they
are available for re-diversion by other downstream structures. A portion of the irrigation return
flow from the Group B ditches returns to the Florida River upstream of some of the Group A
ditches, a portion accrues to the Florida River downstream of the Group A ditches and a
portion accrues directly to the Animas River. These return flow locations were determined
using the state engineer's database and maps of the irrigated acreage in conjunction with the
USGS topographic contour maps.

2.7 Pine River Project (Vallecito Reservoir)
The Pine River Project was completed by the USBR in the early 1940's and provides a
supplemental irrigation water supply to approximately 48,000 acres of land in the Los Pinos
River (a.k.a. Pine River) basin in southwestern Colorado and northern New Mexico. These
lands include Indian-owned lands on the Southern Ute Reservation and lands outside of the
reservation. The principal feature of the project, Vallecito Reservoir, is operated to store
surplus flows of the Pine River during the spring snowmelt runoff and subsequently release
that water to supplement the late season irrigation demands for a number of downstream direct
flow water rights, including a large priority owned by the Southern Ute Indians. The project
irrigation water is distributed through a number of privately owned irrigation structures or
through structures under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Pine River
Irrigation District manages the project.
Vallecito Reservoir (WDID 313518) is located on the mainstem of the Pine River about 18
miles northeast of Durango. The reservoir has a total capacity of 129,700 acre-feet of which
125,400 acre-feet is the active pool. The remaining 4,300 acre-feet is dead storage. The
reservoir surface area at the normal high water line is about 2,720 acres. Vallecito Reservoir
has the following decreed absolute storage right:
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Vallecito Reservoir Storage Right
Name
Vallecito Reservoir

Adjud. Date

Approp. Date

Admin. No.

03-07-1966

11-13-1935

31362.00000

Amount
(ac-ft)
129,674

There is also a conditional water right for hydroelectric power generation through a penstock at
the base of the dam. This water right was adjudicated in December 1980 for 720 cfs and has an
appropriation date of June 1, 1979.
Monthly records of the historical inflows to Vallecito Reservoir, end of month (EOM) storage
contents and releases from the reservoir were obtained from the USBR through 1993. Under
current operation of the reservoir, the storage releases during the irrigation season are
determined by the Pine River Irrigation District based on the natural flows available for
diversion and anticipation of the following year's runoff. At the end of the irrigation season, the
reservoir is typically drawn down to approximately 77,000 acre-feet to prepare for the spring
runoff and to maintain a winter water surface elevation well below the spillway crest. Forecasts
for the anticipated snowmelt runoff into the reservoir are provided by the National Weather
Service on a twice monthly basis, beginning in January and continuing through July. During
January, February and March, the amount of storage capacity required for flood control is
determined using relations developed by the Corps of Engineers and releases are made as
necessary to make the flood control space available. During the peak runoff period, releases are
adjusted to maintain the flow in the Pine River to a rate less than 2,500 cfs. Peak snowmelt
runoff occurs during late May or early June. The reservoir usually reaches it peak storage
levels by July 1. The reservoir levels then decrease as the runoff subsides and irrigation water
is released.
During the winter season, the required release is equal to the reservoir inflow. However, in
order to minimize cavitation of the regulating gates, the releases through the outlet works have
been maintained at a minimum of 30 to 50 cfs. In addition, winter releases through the
hydropower penstock are typically about 20 cfs.
In the original USBR analysis of the project, the total irrigation requirement was based on the
assumption of 3.28 acre-feet of delivery per acre over the then anticipated 51,825 irrigable
acres, resulting in a project demand of 169,986 acre-feet per year. This is considered to be a
full water supply. According to the water commissioner for District 31 and personnel at the
Pine River Irrigation District, the actual amount of reservoir storage water delivered to the
stockholders and the Indian facilities is typically less than the 125,000 acre-feet in the active
storage pool. Historically, there has always been sufficient storage water, when used in
conjunction with the adjudicated direct flow water rights, to satisfy all of the irrigation
demands.
Nearly all of the major irrigation structures that divert from the Pine River are entitled to
project water from Vallecito Reservoir. These include the Indian owned irrigation ditches that
hold the No. 1 priority on the river (Pine River Priority P-1). The P-1 priority is attached to the
following ditches:
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Vallecito Reservoir Project Allocations
Project Allocation
Name
WDID
(cfs)
Dr. Morrison Ditch
310505
64.83
Ceanaboo Ditch
310502
9.79
Spring Creek Ditch
310509
50.00 1
Subtotal
124.62
Agency Ditch
310500
0.75
Buckskin Ditch
310501
2.50
LaBoca Ditch
310507
14.27
Severo Ditch
310508
4.25
Thompson Epperson
310663
2.34 2
1

The Indian water rights in the Spring Creek Ditch total 83.20 cfs. By contract with the ditch company, the diversion is limited
to 50 cfs.
2
This is a non-decreed Indian water right diverted through this structure. When the river goes on administration, this water right
receives a full storage allotment.

During administration of the river, the water commissioner only administers the first three of
the Indian water rights (124.62 cfs). The remaining water rights are downstream and are
generally satisfied by return flows from upstream irrigation.
The Southern Ute Indian Tribe is entitled to 1/6 of the active storage in Vallecito Reservoir or
approximately 20,900 acre-feet. However, because of the senior priority date associated with
the Indian ditches, the historical project storage releases to these structures are typically less
than 5,000 acre-feet per year.
The remaining users of project water from Vallecito Reservoir are the stockholders of the Pine
River Irrigation District. Each year, the District makes a determination of the amount of project
water that will be available, with consideration of the existing storage levels and anticipation of
the projected runoff. The resulting allocation to each shareholder is then based on the number
of Project acres irrigated by that individual divided by the total project acreage (non-Indian).
Typically, the allocation ranges from 2.0 to 2.5 acre-feet per acre. This can be estimated by
dividing the non-Indian portion of the active capacity (104,500 acre-feet±) by the approximate
number of irrigated acre (42,779 acres±). For purposes of administration, the District then
aggregates the project entitlements of the individual stockholders on the basis of the ditch
structure that serves them. In this manner, the Project storage entitlements for each of the major
ditch structures are estimated as follows:
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Vallecito Reservoir Project Entitlements
Name of Ditch
Farrell Ditch
McBride Ditch
Bennett-Myers Ditch
Myers-Asher Ditch
Wommer Ditch
Catlin Ditch
Bear Creek and Pine River
Sullivan Ditch
Los Pinos Ditch
Thompson Epperson Ditch
Schroder Ditch
Citizen Ditch
Bean Ditch
Dunham Ditch
King Ditch
Higbee Ditch
Island Ditch
Robert Morrison Ditch
Spring Creek (Non-Indian)
Dr. Morrison (Non-Indian)
Total

WDID

Irrigated Acres

310524
310553
310528
310518
310513
310545
310514
310668
310512
310511
310523
310515
310510
310550
310519
310516
310527
310547
310665
310664

213
71
160
137
292
35
517
418
800
2,392
3,577
120
155
47
8,556
35
20
6,947
18,216
71
42,779

Project Entitlement
(acre-feet)
519
173
390
334
711
85
1,259
1,018
1,948
5,824
8,710
292
377
114
20,834
85
49
16,916
44,356
173
104,167

The majority of the irrigation return flows from the Pine River ditches accrue to the Pine River
where they are available for re-diversion by downstream ditches. The exceptions are the King
Ditch (WDID 310519) and the Robert Morrison Ditch (WDID 310547) which deliver a portion
of their supplies into the headwaters of Salt Creek, a tributary of the Florida River in Water
District 30. Also, a portion of the return flow from the Spring Creek Ditch (WDID
310509/310665) accrues to Sambrito Creek, which flows into Navajo Reservoir near the New
Mexico state line. The locations of return flows for all of the ditches were determined from
inspection of the State's irrigated acreage mapping in conjunction with USGS topographic
maps.

2.8 Navajo Reservoir and New Mexico Water Right Operations
Navajo Reservoir was constructed by the USBR in the late 1950's as a principal storage
component of the Colorado River Storage Project (CRSP). The reservoir is operated to store
surplus water available during the spring runoff months in the San Juan, Piedra, Navajo and
Pine (Los Pinos) rivers in southwestern Colorado and northwestern New Mexico. The stored
water is subsequently released during the mid to late summer months to provide supplemental
and full service irrigation water supplies and supplemental municipal and industrial uses on the
lower reaches of the San Juan River in New Mexico.
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Navajo Reservoir is a rolled earth-fill embankment constructed across the mainstem of the San
Juan River about 34 miles east of Farmington, New Mexico. The reservoir has a total capacity
of 1,708,600 acre-feet of which the active capacity is about 1,036,100 acre-feet. The remainder
of the storage consists of 659,900 acre-feet of inactive capacity and a dead storage pool of
12,600 acre-feet. At its normal high water line, the surface area of the reservoir is about 15,610
acres.
The reservoir holds a junior New Mexico storage permit with a 1955 priority. This represents a
junior water right relative to the major existing irrigation and industrial water rights on the San
Juan River in New Mexico and the reservoir is also junior to most of the major water rights
decreed for diversion from the San Juan, Navajo, Piedra and Pine rivers in Colorado. For
purposes of the CRDSS, the reservoir should be assigned an arbitrary priority that is junior to
all existing water rights in Colorado (i.e. a 1995 water right) since the reservoir cannot call out
upstream junior water rights.
Flood control, recreation and fishery flows are secondary operating purposes for Navajo
Reservoir that are accomplished by using monthly water supply forecasts provided by the
National Weather Service. Under normal conditions, the reservoir is operated in an attempt to
fill by the end of the snowmelt season. Using the monthly forecasts, a release schedule is
developed which will fill the reservoir, meet downstream demands and reserve the flood
surcharge pool above the spillway crest for accommodation of summer rain floods. The
forecasts are updated monthly (or more frequently as necessary) and the release schedule is
modified accordingly. Normal releases are made through the outlet works although at critical
high flows, releases can also be made through the auxiliary outlet works and the headworks of
the NIIP diversion in an effort to fill the reservoir without encroaching significantly into the
flood surcharge pool during the snowmelt season. The forecasted inflow is adjusted for known
upstream depletions, in particular the transbasin exports by the San Juan Chama Project and
filling operations of Vallecito Reservoir.
The USBR has developed a flood control/drawdown diagram to regulate the releases.
Fundamental to this tool are the following assumptions: (1) The surcharge pool above elevation
6,085 (total reservoir capacity = 1,708,600 acre-feet) is reserved exclusively for rain floods; (2)
During critical high runoff flows, releases can be made through the outlet works, the auxiliary
outlet and the headworks for the NIIP diversion; and (3) The reservoir will not be drawn down
below elevation 5,990 feet (capacity = 659,900 acre-feet). Use of this flood control/drawdown
diagram results in downstream releases well below the existing capacity of the downstream
channel.
Fish and Wildlife Releases. Historically, releases from Navajo Reservoir were made at levels
to satisfy the demands of the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project (see following discussion) and
the other major irrigation and industrial water rights downstream on the mainstem of the San
Juan River. Early operational experience indicated that a release of approximately 500 cfs
during the irrigation season, together with the inflows from the Animas River, was sufficient to
satisfy all of the downstream demands, without shortage. Occasionally, it was necessary to
release 600 - 700 cfs at times when the Animas River was unusually low. During the late
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winter and early spring months, the releases were increased as necessary to create flood control
space for the anticipated runoff.
In recent years, as part of the Recovery Implementation Plan, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), in concert with the USBR and other water users on the San Juan River, has
been re-evaluating the release patterns from the reservoir. One alternative being considered
involves an increased flow release during the spring runoff months to more closely replicate
the historical runoff hydrograph. To support this higher spring release, it is also necessary to
reduce the normal release during the non-irrigation season in the fall and winter months,
typically from the historical practice of 500 cfs ± to about 250 - 300 cfs. This evaluation is ongoing and no specific alterations of the historical release pattern have yet been approved by all
parties. For purposes of the San Juan Model, it is recommended that the reservoir operation
include a minimum release of 250 cfs during the irrigation season and the winter months. The
release should be set up as a variable to accommodate future release rates that may evolve from
the Recovery Implementation Plan.
Navajo Indian Irrigation Project (NIIP). In addition to flood control, recreation and fishery
benefits, Navajo Reservoir is operated primarily to provide water to the NIIP, an extensive
irrigation project constructed by the USBR and administered by the Navajo Agricultural
Products Industry (NAPI). The NIIP was authorized in 1962 to provide full service irrigation to
approximately 110,630 acres of land owned by the Navajo Nation in northwest New Mexico
on the south side of the San Juan River, generally between Kutz Canyon and the Chaco River.
Construction of the NIIP began in 1973 and the first irrigation deliveries were made in 1976.
The project is constructed in blocks of approximately 8,000 to 10,000 acres, developed as
congressional appropriations are available. As of 1995, blocks 1 - 7 are operational and are
receiving irrigation water; blocks 1 - 7 contain an estimated 63,450 acres of irrigable land. The
Gallegos Pumping Plant, which is currently under construction, will enable additional
deliveries of irrigation water to higher elevation ground in blocks 8 - 11, which constitute the
remainder of the irrigated land.
Diversions for the NIIP are made directly from Navajo Reservoir through a headworks
operated by the NAPI. At full development, the average diversions from the reservoir are
expected to range from 360,000 to 385,000 acre-feet per year (3.25 to 3.50 acre-feet/acre).
During the CRDSS study period, the historical diversions to the NIIP, recorded by the USBR,
ranged from approximately 33,463 acre-feet in water year 1976 to about 150,930 acre-feet for
water year 1991. These historical monthly deliveries are incorporated into the San Juan Model.
For future modeling scenarios, at full development of the NIIP, the following monthly
diversions from Navajo Reservoir are included, based on recommendations of the USBR:
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Navajo Reservoir Diversions
Diversions
Month
(acre-feet)
April
27,100
May
52,100
June
67,800
July
70,000
August
76,400
September
44,300
October
19,300
Total
357,000
Based on inspection of topographic maps of the NIIP project area, it was determined that 100
percent of the return flows from the NIIP irrigation will accrue to the San Juan River. The
specific location to which the returns will occur is dependent upon the level of development of
blocks 1 through 11. During the initial CRDSS study period (1975 through 1991), the locations
of the return flows from the NIIP (blocks 1 - 7) are estimated as follows:
1. Above USGS Gage 09365000 (San Juan at Farmington) 41 percent
2. Above USGS Gage 09368000 (San Juan near Shiprock)

59 percent

After full development of the remaining NIIP blocks 8 - 11, the pattern of return flows will
shift as follows:
1. Above USGS Gage 09365000 (San Juan at Farmington) 40 percent
2. Above Diversion for San Juan Power Plant

30 percent

3. Above USGS Gage 09379500 (San Juan at Bluff)

30 percent

San Juan Power Plant. The San Juan Power Plant is operated by Public Service of New
Mexico (PNM) and is located on the north side of the San Juan River about 13 miles west of
Farmington. The facility includes four coal-fired generation units with a capacity of 1,780 net
megawatts. Water for the operation of the plant is obtained pursuant to a 20-year contract
(through year 2005) with the USBR for storage water in Navajo Reservoir. The contract is for
16,200 acre-feet per year, which closely matches the current water demand for the operation of
the power plant. For the purposes of the San Juan Model, it is assumed that the annual demand
of 16,200 acre-feet is evenly distributed throughout the year (1,350 acre-feet per month). The
diversion is 100 percent consumptive, with no return flows to the San Juan River. These
assumptions were confirmed with personnel at PNM.
As a back-up to the Navajo Reservoir storage contract, the San Juan Power Plant also has a
contract to lease an additional 8,000 acre-feet from Broken Hill Properties (BHP), the operator
of most of the coal mines in the area. This water derives from a permitted New Mexico water
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right originally granted to Utah International and now held by Broken Hill Properties (BHP).
Under the terms of the contract, the 8,000 acre-feet can only be used after the San Juan Power
Plant has fully utilized its own 16,200 acre-feet of contract water from Navajo Reservoir and to
date this lease water has never been used.
Four Corners Power Plant. The Four Corners Power Plant is operated by Arizona Public
Service Co. (APS) and is located on the south side of the San Juan River about 16 miles
southwest of Farmington. The facility includes five coal-fired generation units with a capacity
of 2,040 net megawatts. Water for the operation of the plant is pumped from the river to
storage in the 35,000 acre-foot Morgan Lake, located near the plant. The Four Corners Power
Plant does not have conventional cooling towers but rather relies upon Morgan Lake for
cooling.
Water for the Four Corners Power Plant is obtained pursuant to a permitted New Mexico water
right granted to Utah International and now held by BHP. This right is permitted for 51,600
acre-feet per year with a 1955 priority date that is slightly senior to the United States' storage
right for Navajo Reservoir. According to APS personnel, the power plant currently diverts
approximately 30,000 acre-feet per year of which about 8,000 to 10,000 acre-feet returns to the
San Juan River via the Chaco River. This return flow represents blowdown from the reservoir,
necessary to reduce the sediment loading in Morgan Lake. In any given year, the amount of the
return flow is dependent upon the sediment loads in the San Juan River at the river pumping
plant, the plant demand and the rate of evaporation from the reservoir. For purposes of the San
Juan Model, it is assumed that the annual demand of 30,000 acre-feet per year is evenly
distributed throughout the year (2,500 acre-feet per month) and that the average return flow
would be 9,000 acre-feet, also evenly distributed throughout the year (750 acre-feet per
month). In the San Juan Model, all of these return flows are assumed to accrue to the river
above the USGS stream gage 08379500. According to APS personnel, there are presently no
plans to construct additional generating units or to otherwise increase the water demands.
As described above, BHP has also leased up to 8,000 acre-feet of yield from its permitted water
right to the San Juan Power Plant. This lease has not been exercised.
Irrigation Water Rights on the San Juan River. There are a number of large irrigation water
rights which divert from the mainstem of the San Juan River downstream of Navajo Reservoir
and upstream of the town of Shiprock. These are briefly described herein. None of these
structures are direct beneficiaries of the Navajo Reservoir Project, although they all benefit
from the regulation of the natural river flows that is provided by the reservoir.
The Citizens Ditch is permitted for 9.21 cfs with an 1881 priority and 100.56 cfs with a 1907
priority and is used for irrigation of approximately 9,500 acres on the north side of the river
between Navajo Reservoir and Farmington. The ditch delivers water to a number of smaller
ditch companies and also carries a small amount of M & I water. Based on historical diversion
practices, the USBR has estimated the average monthly diversion demands which are
summarized in the following Table 2.1. These diversions are inclusive of the small amounts of
industrial water delivered through the ditch and are recommended for inclusion in the CRDSS
San Juan Model. In the San Juan Model, 10 percent of the irrigation return flows are assumed
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to return above the headgate of the Hammond Canal and 90 percent are assumed to return
above the USGS Stream Gage No. 0936500.
The Hammond Ditch is the principal feature of the USBR's Hammond Project. The United
States holds a New Mexico permit for 23,000 acre-feet with a 1955 priority date just junior to
the water right owned by BHP (used at the Four Corners power plant) and just senior to the
water rights for Navajo Reservoir. The ditch can divert at rates of up to 90 cfs for irrigation of
an estimated 4,000 acres on the south side of the San Juan River between Navajo Reservoir and
Farmington. The Hammond Ditch does not have a specific storage entitlement in Navajo
Reservoir, but it is acknowledged that releases from the reservoir have enhanced the water
diversions at the Hammond Canal. For the San Juan Model, the average annual demand by the
Hammond Project is assumed to be 10,000 acre-feet, based on recommendations of the USBR.
The monthly diversion demands shown in Table 1 are recommended. In the San Juan Model,
all of the irrigation return flows are assumed to return above the USGS Stream Gage No.
0936500.
The Fruitland Irrigation Canal is operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and is used for
the irrigation of about 3,600 acres of land on the south side of the San Juan River between
Farmington and the geologic hogback. The canal is operated as a senior demand on the San
Juan River and has a capacity of about 87 cfs. For purposes of the San Juan Model, the average
annual demand is assumed to be approximately 19,900 acre-feet, distributed monthly as shown
in Table 1. In the San Juan Model, 55 percent of the irrigation return flows are assumed to
return above the diversion for the San Juan Power Plant, 40 percent above the Hogback Canal
and 5 percent above the USGS stream gage 09379500.
The Jewitt Valley Canal is a small irrigation system that irrigates approximately 1,200 acres on
the north side of the San Juan River just upstream of the geologic hogback. The structure holds
a New Mexico permit for 31.71 cfs with an 1879 priority date. In accordance with information
provided by the USBR, the average annual demand is assumed to be about 6,300 acre-feet,
distributed monthly as shown in Table 2.1. All of the irrigation return flows are assumed to
return above the headgate of the Hogback Canal.
The Hogback Canal is a another system operated by the BIA for the benefit of the Navajo
Nation and irrigates approximately 9,060 acres of land on the north side of the San Juan River
from the geologic hogback to a point about 15 miles northwest of Shiprock. The ditch is
operated as a senior water right on the San Juan and has the ability to divert up to 300 cfs.
Based on information provided by the USBR, the average annual demand for the Hogback
Canal is assumed to be about 80,600 acre-feet per year, distributed monthly as shown on Table
2.1. Note that for this structure, the demands during the summer irrigation months of June, July
and August are assumed to be the full capacity of the canal at 300 cfs. For the San Juan Model,
all of the irrigation return flows are assumed to return above the USGS stream gage 09379500.
The irrigation return flows from these major structures all accrue to the San Juan River and for
the San Juan Model, the locations were determined as described in the previous text. The return
flow locations were estimated using topographic contour maps and the relative locations of the
irrigated areas with respect to the headgates of the other modeled structures.
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Inspection of the diversion values summarized in Table 2.1 indicates a relatively high
diversion per irrigated acre. As such, the irrigation efficiencies are expected to be lower than
the normal values. The USBR has evaluated the diversions, consumptive irrigation requirement
(CIR) and the return flows and has recommended average return flow patterns for these
structures. These are shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

Average Monthly Diversion Demands
Major Irrigation Rights on the San Juan River
(acre-feet)
Citizen
Hammond
Fruitland
Jewitt
200
0
0
0
200
0
0
0
500
100
0
0
3,300
700
1,600
500
7,500
1,600
3,200
1,000
9,500
2,000
4,000
1,300
10,400
2,200
4,800
1,500
8,200
1,700
3,600
1,100
5,300
1,100
2,000
600
2,500
500
700
300
400
100
0
0
200
0
0
0
48,200
10,000
19,900
6,300

Hogback
0
0
0
6,400
12,800
16,600
19,200
14,100
7,600
3,900
0
0
80,600

Table 2.2
USBR Return Flow Patterns for Major Irrigation Rights on the San Juan River
(acre-feet)
Month
Citizen
Hammond
Fruitland
Jewitt
Hogback
January
1,580
320
600
200
1,900
February
750
150
600
200
1,900
March
750
150
600
200
1,900
April
1,990
410
1,000
300
3,200
May
2,320
480
1,300
400
4,000
June
2,320
480
1,300
400
4,000
July
3,400
700
1,400
500
4,300
August
3,490
710
1,600
500
4,800
September
2,320
480
1,300
400
4,000
October
2,320
480
1,300
400
4,000
November
2,080
420
1,000
300
3,200
December
1,830
370
800
300
2,400
TOTALS
25,150
5,150
12,800
4,100
39,600
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Transbasin Diversions. In Irrigation Division 7, there are six structures which export water
from the San Juan basin, including its tributaries. The most significant are the diversions by the
San Juan Chama Project, which is discussed in detail elsewhere in this documentation. The
remaining structures are briefly discussed below.
The Treasure Pass Diversion Ditch (WDID 294669) diverts near the top of Wolf Creek Pass
from the headwaters of Wolf Creek, a tributary of the West Fork of the San Juan River. It is
owned by private individuals who use the water for irrigation in the San Luis Valley. The water
is delivered into the South Fork of the Rio Grande (Irrigation Division 3). Reasonably
complete records of the historical diversions through this structure have been maintained by the
USGS (through 1981) and the Division of Water Resources (1981 to date). The structure
typically diverts during the runoff months of June and July and over the 20-year period 19741993, the average annual diversions were approximately 235 acre-feet.
The Don Lafont Ditches No. 1 and No. 2 (WDID 784671) divert from the headwaters of the
East Fork of the Piedra River and deliver the water into tributaries of the Rio Grande (Irrigation
Division 3). The structures are owned and operated by the Colorado Division of Wildlife,
which uses the imported water for numerous wildlife programs in the San Luis Valley.
Reasonably complete records of the historical diversions have been maintained by the Division
of Water Resources. The majority of the water is diverted during the runoff months of June and
July, occasionally extending from May to August. The average annual diversion has been
approximately 225 acre-feet.
The Williams Creek - Squaw Pass Diversion (WDID 784672) diverts water from the
headwaters of Williams Creek, a tributary of the Piedra River and delivers it into the
headwaters of Squaw Creek, a tributary of the Rio Grande (Irrigation Division 3). The ditch is
owned and operated by numerous individuals that use the water for irrigation and
augmentation. Intermittent records of the historical diversions have been maintained by the
USGS (through 1980) and the Division of Water Resources (1980 to date). The majority of the
water is diverted during the peak runoff month of June and July and has averaged about 170
acre-feet annually.
The Weminuche Pass Ditch (WDID 314637) diverts water from the headwaters of the Los
Pinos River (Pine River) and delivers it into Weminuche Creek, a tributary of the Rio Grande
(Irrigation Division 3). The ditch is owned and operated by the Colorado Division of Wildlife,
which uses the water for various wildlife programs. Reasonably complete records of the
historical diversions have been maintained by the USGS (through 1982) and the Division of
Water Resources (1982 to date). The majority of the diversions are made during the months of
May, June and July and average approximately 1,360 acre-feet per year.
The Pine River - Weminuche Pass Ditch (WDID 314638) also diverts from the headwaters of
the Los Pinos River into Weminuche Creek, a short distance from WDID 314637. The
structure is owned in part by private individuals and in part by the San Luis Valley Water
Conservancy District. The water is used for irrigation and for augmenting wells in the San Luis
Valley. Reasonably complete records of the historical diversions have been maintained by the
USGS (through 1982) and the Division of Water Resources (1982 to date). Average annual
diversions are approximately 430 acre-feet per year.
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The Mineral Point Ditch (WDID 304661) diverts from Burroughs Creek at the headwaters of
the Animas River about 12 miles northeast of Silverton and delivers the water into the
headwaters of Mineral Creek, a tributary of the Uncompahgre River in Water District 68. The
structure is owned by a private individual that historically has used the water as a supplemental
irrigation supply for lands near the town of Ouray. Since 1986, reasonable records of the
transmountain diversions have been maintained by the Division of Water Resources. The
diversions typically occur during the months of June through August and have averaged
approximately 145 acre-feet per year.
The Red Mountain Ditch (WDID 304662) diverts from the headwaters of Mineral Creek, a
tributary of the Animas River near the top of Red Mountain Pass. The water is delivered into
the headwaters of Red Mountain Creek, a tributary of the Uncompahgre River in Water District
68. The water is owned by private individuals that historically have used the water for
supplemental irrigation on lands under the Ouray Ditch in Water District 41. According to the
state engineer's database, there are sporadic diversion records available for the period 1976
through 1993. According to the water commissioner, the ditch requires considerable
maintenance and has averaged only about 75 acre-feet of diversion annually.

2.9 La Plata River Compact
The La Plata River Compact governs the distribution of the physical water supplies of the La
Plata River between the states of Colorado and New Mexico. The administration of the
compact is dependent upon the streamflow at two gaging stations; (1) the Hesperus Station
(USGS 09365500) and (2) the Interstate Station (USGS 09366500). The key provisions of the
compact are summarized as follows:
1. During the winter period, December 1 through February 14, each state has the
unrestricted right to use all water which may flow within each state's boundary. This
effectively implies that there is no administrative call from New Mexico against
Colorado water rights during this period.
2. For the remainder of the year, February 14 through November 30, allocation of the La
Plata River water is accomplished pursuant to the following:
A. If the flow at the Interstate Station is equal to or greater than 100 cfs, each state has
the unrestricted right to use all water within each state's boundary. This effectively
implies no administrative call from New Mexico.
B. If the flow at the Interstate Station is less than 100 cfs, the State of Colorado shall
deliver at the Interstate Station, a quantity of water equal to one-half (1/2) of the
mean flow at the Hesperus Station for the preceding day, not to exceed 100 cfs.
3. During periods of extreme low flow, the provisions of Items 1 and 2 above may be
superseded by a method of administration which would allow delivery of all of the
available water successively to land in each state in alternating periods (rotation). This
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method of administration is subject to approval by both states based upon judgment of
the greatest beneficial use of the available water supplies. According to the water
commissioner for Water District 33, when the flow at the Hesperus Station is less than
30 cfs, the lower reaches of the La Plata River (just above the mouth of Long Hollow)
will dry up and Colorado cannot deliver the water required pursuant to Item 2B above.
4. The State of Colorado is not required to deliver any water that is not then necessary for
beneficial uses in the state of New Mexico.
Pioneer and Enterprise Ditches. The Pioneer Ditch and the Enterprise Ditch are unique
structures on the La Plata River in that they divert from the river in Colorado for irrigation use
in New Mexico. Both of these structures divert from the river upstream of the Interstate
Station, thus bypassing the gage. The Pioneer Ditch (WDID 334640) delivers water
exclusively for irrigation in New Mexico and averages about 650 acre-feet per year. The
Enterprise Ditch irrigates approximately 115 acres in Colorado (WDID 330540) and the
remainder of the water is used for irrigation in New Mexico (WDID 334639). According to
historical diversion records (1974-1993) maintained by the Division of Water Resources, the
Colorado diversions average about 550 acre-feet per year and the New Mexico portion
averages about 580 acre-feet annually. According to these records, about 49 percent of the
Enterprise Ditch diversions are used in Colorado and 51 percent are delivered to New Mexico.
For purposes of administering the La Plata River Compact, the natural flow at the Interstate
Station is calculated as being equal to: (a) the gaged streamflow + (b) the diversions by the
Pioneer Ditch + (c) the New Mexico portion of the Enterprise Ditch (WDID 334639).
Similarly, for purposes of Compact administration, the streamflow at the Hesperus Station
must be adjusted to reflect diversions by structures which divert upstream from the gage,
specifically the diversions by the La Plata and Cherry Creek Ditch (WDID 330508) and the
Pine Ridge Ditch (WDID 330533). Diversions and return flows from these structures bypass
the Hesperus Station. Adjusted streamflow at the Hesperus Station is therefore equal to: (a) the
gaged streamflow + (b) diversions by the La Plata and Cherry Creek Ditch + (c) diversions by
the Pine Ridge Ditch. Historically, the La Plata and Cherry Creek Ditch averaged about 2,610
acre-feet per year and the Pine Ridge Ditch averaged about 1,045 acre-feet per year.

2.10 Miscellaneous Water Right Considerations For San Juan
Model
The following discussion summarizes a number of small water right operations in the San Juan
and Dolores River basins with special considerations that should be addressed in the San Juan
Model.
2.10.1 Tacoma Hydroelectric Project.
The Tacoma Project is a non-consumptive hydroelectric power facility owned and operated
by Public Service Company of Colorado. The principal feature of the project is the 22,000
acre-foot Cascade Reservoir (WDID 303536) (a.k.a. Electra Lake) which serves as the
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forebay for a 9.6 megawatt power plant. The reservoir is located on Elbert Creek, a
tributary of the Animas River, about 20 miles north of Durango. There are no available
records of the reservoir inflow from the Elbert Creek drainage. The principal source of
supply for the project is transbasin water diverted from Big Cascade Creek via the Cascade
Canal (WDID 300523). Diversion records for this structure are available from the Division
of Water Resources.
Power releases are made from Cascade Reservoir via the power penstock (Power Canal No.
1 - WDID 300612) and return directly to the Animas River. The historical releases through
Power Canal No. 1 are also available from the Division of Water Resources. There are
limited data available related to the historical EOM storage contents in Cascade Reservoir
during the CRDSS study period.
2.10.2 Ames Hydroelectric Project
The Ames Project is a non-consumptive hydroelectric power facility owned and operated
by Public Service Company of Colorado in the headwaters of the San Miguel River near
Telluride. The principal features of the project are the two forebay storage reservoirs, Trout
Lake (WDID 603527) and Lake Hope (WDID 603509). Trout Lake is the principal storage
facility (usable capacity of approximately 2,500 acre-feet) which stores water for
subsequent release directly into the power penstock for the 3.6 megawatt power plant.
Trout Lake generally fills during the spring runoff months and provides regulation and
carryover storage for the operation of the power plant in the fall and winter months when
the natural flow of the Lake Fork is insufficient for the power demand. During the periods
of higher flow, power diversions are made on a direct flow basis, through the lake and into
the power penstock (Ames Power Plant Ditch - WDID 600511).
Lake Hope is situated 3.5 miles upstream of Trout Lake and provides additional carryover
storage (approximately 2,315 acre-feet) for the operation of the power plant. Because of its
relatively inaccessible location, it has historically been operated in the following manner:
(1) In the late spring, as soon as access to Lake Hope is possible, the outlet gate is closed;
(2) the reservoir fills during the late spring and summer months; (3) In the late fall,
generally late October, the outlet gate is opened and the stored water is released into Trout
Lake at a continuous rate of about 5 to 10 cfs. At Trout Lake the stored water is regulated
for winter operations of the power plant.
Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association Inc. (Tri-State) owns 400 acre-feet of
storage capacity in Trout Lake. Tri-State uses this capacity to store water under a separate,
junior (1979) storage right, decreed for consumptive uses. As necessary, Tri-State can
release this water for the operation of its thermal power plant at Nucla (Nucla Power Plant
Ditch - WDID 600723). It is also noted that both Trout Lake and Lake Hope have refill
storage decrees.
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2.10.3 Nucla Power Plant
Tri-State owns and operates the thermal electric generation facility near Nucla. Water
required for the operation of the plant is diverted through the Nucla Power Plant Ditch
(WDID 600723) pursuant to a number of senior water rights that were transferred to this
structure. These include rights transferred from the BCD Ditch and the New Parkway
Ditch. For most of the CRDSS study period, records of the historical diversions for the
power plant are poor (until 1988). Therefore, for the CRDSS, a diversion time series was
simulated using information provided by Tri-State. This diversion is modeled as zero
percent consumptive.
During the period 1975 through 1983, the generation capacity at the Nucla Station was 36
megawatts and according to Tri-State personnel, the average plant capacity factor during
this time was about 70 percent. Using the information provided by Tri-State, the annual
water use during this period was estimated to be about 550 acre-feet, distributed monthly in
accordance with the actual water use pattern observed in water year 1991 (when actual
records were available). During the period 1984 through 1987, the Nucla plant was shut
down for major renovation and there were no diversions. In 1988, the new plant was placed
in operation with a higher rated capacity of 100 net megawatts. Since 1988, reasonably
complete diversion records are available from the Division of Water Resources. Currently,
the annual diversion is about 1,500 acre-feet.
As a backup for the senior direct flow rights that were transferred to the Nucla Power Plant
Ditch, Tri-State owns 400 acre-feet storage capacity in Trout Lake (See previous
discussion).
2.10.4 Highline Canal (C - C Ditch)
A major and controlling water right on the mainstem of the San Miguel River is the
Highline Canal (WDID 600633), decreed for a cumulative flow rate of about 145 cfs.
During the late summer months, this structure can physically dry up the stream at its
headgate. Downstream senior water rights are generally satisfied by return flows from
upstream irrigation. To further protect the senior rights, a number of the downstream senior
ditches have negotiated a carriage agreement with the operators of the Highline Canal
which effectively allows the Highline to dry up the stream out of priority, provided that
releases are made from the lower reaches of the Highline as necessary to satisfy the
diversion requirements of the downstream senior rights. This unofficial exchange has not
been decreed by the Water Court.
2.10.5 Gurley Reservoir
Gurley Reservoir (WDID 603507) is located on a side tributary of the San Miguel and is
used to provide supplemental irrigation water to a significant number of small irrigation
ditches serving up to 20,000 acres in the Maverick Canyon area near Norwood. The
reservoir has an active capacity of about 9,540 acre-feet. The reservoir has a very small
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contributory drainage basin and the majority of its supply is diverted from the headwaters
of Beaver Creek (East, Middle and West branches) via the Naturita Canal (WDID 600707).
The measuring flume is located at the point where the Naturita Canal discharges into
Gurley Reservoir, effectively recording the cumulative diversions from all of the
tributaries.
The structures that rely upon Gurley Reservoir generally have decreed water rights less
than the cutoff value being used for the inclusion of structures in the San Juan Model.
Accordingly, an artificial demand node is incorporated into the San Juan Model to simulate
the cumulative demands of all the irrigation ditch structures. The town of Norwood owns a
few shares of Gurley Reservoir water, however, it is an insignificant amount of water and is
not included in the model.
2.10.6 Miscellaneous Transbasin Diversions
There are a number of water rights in the San Juan River basin that divert irrigation water
supplies to lands situated in drainages other than the source stream, i.e. from one Water
District to another Water District. (These structures are separate from those that divert out
of the San Juan basin [Division 7] to other major stream systems, i.e. the Rio Grande
[Division 3] and are discussed elsewhere in this special operations section). Since irrigation
return flows are an essential element of the CRDSS San Juan Model, the major transbasin
ditches were identified and the return flow locations determined using the USGS
topographic contour maps in conjunction with the Division of Water Resources' maps
showing the irrigated acreage. The major transbasin structures include:
The King Ditch (WDID 310519) diverts water from the Los Pinos River (Pine River) for
irrigation in the Salt Creek area, a tributary of the Florida River in Water District 30.
Approximately 35 percent of the irrigated acreage is in Water District 30.
The Robert Morrison Ditch (WDID 310547) diverts water from the Los Pinos River for
irrigation in the Salt Creek area, a tributary of the Florida River in Water District 30.
Approximately 10 percent of the irrigated acreage under this ditch is in Water District 30.
The Spring Creek Ditch (WDID 310665) diverts water from the Los Pinos River for
irrigation of land in the Sambrito Creek area, a tributary which flows directly into Navajo
Reservoir on the Piedra River branch (Water District 46). Approximately 50 percent of the
irrigated land under this ditch is in the Sambrito Creek/Piedra River drainage.
The Pine Ridge Ditch (WDID 330533) diverts water from the La Plata River (above the
Hesperus stream gage) for irrigation in Basin Creek, a tributary of the Animas River (Water
District 30). Approximately 45 percent of the irrigated acreage under this ditch is in Water
District 30. It is also noted that the La Plata and Cherry Creek Ditch (WDID 330508)
diverts water from the La Plata River for irrigation in the Cherry Creek drainage. Cherry
Creek is also within Water District 33 and is tributary to the lower reaches of the La Plata
River. However, the diversions through this ditch are upstream of the Hesperus stream
gage, a fact which has implications with respect to the La Plata River Compact (See
separate discussion related to the Compact).
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There are a number of transbasin diversions from the Dolores River basin (Water District
71) into the McElmo Creek drainage (Water District 32). These systems include the
Summit Reservoir System, the Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company, and the Dolores
Project, all of which are discussed in detail elsewhere in this section.
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3. San Juan and Dolores River Structure
Information and Basin Meeting Notes
This section contains information that was gathered during the initial CDSS development phase,
regarding specific, individual diversion structures. The objective at the time was to identify
which structures should be included explicitly in the water resources planning model of the San
Juan River. The information is historical, reflecting the thinking and conditions at the time. It is
valuable, however, for its detail on specific structures from those who have observed the
diversion systems and have first-hand familiarity with their operations.

3.1. Annotated Structure List
The tables in this section list the structures in the database that were considered for modeling
explicitly in the San Juan Model. The initial key structure list was selected in an attempt to
explicitly represent 75 percent of the decreed water rights in a river basin. This initial list was
further refined through meetings with the Division Engineers and Water Commissioners and
examination of data available from the database.
The initial key structure list was compiled in a three-step process. First, the Year Two 75
percent cutoff, i.e. 5 cubic feet per second (cfs), defined the structure list for the San Juan
River basin. Second, the Division 7 engineers identified the key structures in the Dolores
River basin for Water Districts 69 and 71. These structures were provided on a line diagram
of the rivers during the Division 7 basin meetings. Structures not on this diagram were not
included in the model. Third, the Year Two 75 percent cutoff criteria for the Dolores - San
Miguel River basin for Division 4 water districts, i.e. 15 cfs, comprised the structure list for
those diversions in Division 4.
Due to modifications in the CRDSS water rights database since that analysis, the 5 cfs level
for the San Juan River basin was reduced to 4.6 cfs. Some structures with decree amounts
smaller than this were included in the model because they were deemed important to the
administration of the river by the Division Engineer’s Office. The 75 percent cutoff level for
the Division 4 structures within the Dolores - San Miguel River basin decreased the
minimum net absolute decreed amount from 15 to 6.4 cfs. Again, some structures with
decree amounts smaller than this were included in the model because of their importance in
administration of the river. Table 3.1 lists the structures in the San Juan River basin and
Table 3.2 lists the structures in the Dolores and San Miguel River basins. Some structures
were not in the database, but were included in the San Juan Model and are described further
in the model documentation. These structures include diversions in New Mexico and
diversions with conditional rights.
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Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
Decree
Amount
(cfs)
522.68
400.00
234.21
184.99
166.16
128.25

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.07339
0.12956
0.16245
0.18843
0.21176
0.22977

Is Structure in
Final Model?

WDID
340535
300523
310665
301011
310547
290550

Structure Name
JACKSON GULCH INLET CNL
CASCADE CANAL
SPRING CREEK DITCH
FLORIDA FARMERS DITCH
ROBERT MORRISON DITCH
C H LOUCKS DITCH

330563

RED MESA WARD RES SUPPLY

120.00

0.24662

No

301013
310519
300506
330536
310509
310505
330549
310523
290686
340576
301023
300617
310583
290718
310510
330508
330554
314637
340554
320652
330542
780578
770524
310511
770597
290601
330547
320690
770531
330533
290588
290669
290560
780659
780604
301094
340560
292005

FLORIDA CANAL
KING DITCH
ANIMAS CONSOLIDATED D
H H DITCH
SPRING CREEK DITCH
DR MORRISON DITCH
TREANOR DITCH
SCHRODER IRG DITCH
PARK DITCH
WEBBER DITCH
ANIMAS DITCH
REID DITCH
PORTER DITCH
SNOWBALL DITCH
BEAN DITCH
LA PLATA R & CHERRY CR D
BIG STICK DITCH
WEMINUCHE PASS DITCH
RATLIFF AND ROOT DITCH
ROCK CREEK DITCH
SLADE DITCH
LINN AND CLARK DITCH
EAKLOR DITCH
THOMPSON-EPPERSON DITCH
NEW BOND HOUSE DITCH
FOUR-MILE DITCH
JOSEPH FREED DITCH
WILSON DITCH
ENTERPRISE DITCH
PINE RIDGE DITCH
ECHO DITCH
MESA DITCH
CHAPSON DITCH
LITTLE PAGOSA CREEK DIVR
PIEDRA FALLS DITCH
EAST MESA DITCH
RUSH RESERVOIR DITCH
DUTTON DITCH
BARNES-MUESER AND SHAW
D
SOUTH SIDE DITCH
BLACK DIKE DITCH #8
PERKINS DITCH

111.00
106.25
85.94
85.00
83.20
71.25
67.00
63.48
62.75
61.55
61.42
56.03
48.00
46.50
43.63
41.25
40.00
40.00
37.50
36.92
36.90
36.50
36.30
35.36
35.00
34.00
30.88
30.46
30.00
29.00
28.80
28.50
28.10
26.00
26.00
26.00
25.50
22.85

0.26221
0.27712
0.28919
0.30113
0.31281
0.32282
0.33222
0.34114
0.34995
0.35859
0.36722
0.37509
0.38183
0.38835
0.39448
0.40027
0.40589
0.41151
0.41677
0.42196
0.42714
0.43226
0.43736
0.44233
0.44724
0.45201
0.45635
0.46063
0.46484
0.46891
0.47296
0.47696
0.4809
0.48456
0.48821
0.49186
0.49544
0.49865

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

22.50

0.50181

Yes

21.10
20.75
20.00

0.50477
0.50768
0.51049

Yes
Yes
No

780507
770579
320509
780600
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Comments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Feeder to reservoir not
modeled
(7)

(2)

(2)

Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
WDID
780513
770559
780545
330504
314638
340543
300570
330551
301019
340565
780501
770554
304660
780672
770583
780544
770587
340542
310507
340505
320529
770558
330529
770529
290597
290653
310514
320574
330550
340534
300568
770527
320528
780580
290652
290708
330535
460503
310512
290555
290582
770536
290667
300504
340544
770592
304661
301429
340508
330548
780638

Structure Name
BUCKSKIN-NAILOR DITCH
MIDLAND DITCH
FARROW AND PETERSON D
HAY GULCH DITCH
PINE R WEMINUCHE PASS D
LEE DITCH
HIGHLAND MARY PIPELINE
TOWNSITE DITCH
PIONEER DITCH
SHEEK DITCH
ABRAHAM DAVIS DITCH
LITTLE MUDDY CREEK DITCH
CARBON LAKE DITCH
PIEDRA V CANAL PAGOSA CR
THREE LAKES INLET DITCH
F S MOCKLER IRR DITCH
UPPER CAMP DITCH
LEE AND BURKE DITCH
LA BOCA DITCH
BEAVER DITCH
COTTONWOOD DITCH NO 2
MCMULLEN DITCH
SPONSEL AND MYERS DITCH
ELMER DITCH NO 1
FISH CREEK DITCH
LONG HORN AND MEE DITCH
BEAR CR AND PINE R DITCH
HAMBELTON DITCH
WARREN-VOSBURGH DITCH
HENRY BOLEN DITCH
HERMOSA COMPANY DITCH
EAST FORK DITCH
COTTONWOOD DITCH NO 1
M E AND M DITCH
LITTLE BLANCO HIGHLINE D
SAN JUAN RIVER INTAKE
SOONER VALLEY DITCH
BRIGGS DITCH
LOS PINOS IRG DITCH
CARR DITCH
DOWELL DITCH
FITZHUGH DITCH
MCGIRR-GOMEZ DITCH
AMBOLD-WALLACE DITCH
LONG PARK DITCH
WEST RANCH CREEK DITCH
MINERAL POINT DITCH
FLORIDA POWER GENR STA
CARPENTER AND MITCHELL D
REVIVAL DITCH
TONER AND STEVENS DITCH
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Decree
Amount
(cfs)
19.75
19.25
18.75
18.22
18.00
16.88
15.50
15.50
15.08
15.03
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
14.43
14.27
14.07
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
13.93
13.21
12.59
12.50
12.00
12.00
12.00
11.77
11.75
11.51
11.50
11.50
11.30
11.02
11.01
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
10.90
10.87
10.75

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.51326
0.51597
0.5186
0.52116
0.52369
0.52606
0.52823
0.53041
0.53253
0.53464
0.53674
0.53885
0.54096
0.54306
0.54517
0.54728
0.54938
0.55141
0.55341
0.55539
0.55735
0.55932
0.56129
0.56325
0.56522
0.56718
0.56915
0.57111
0.57296
0.57473
0.57648
0.57817
0.57985
0.58154
0.58319
0.58484
0.58646
0.58807
0.58969
0.59127
0.59282
0.59437
0.59591
0.59746
0.599
0.60055
0.60209
0.60364
0.60517
0.60669
0.6082
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Is Structure in
Final Model?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Comments

(1)

(2)
(3)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)
(3)

(2)

(2)
(4)

Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
WDID
300641
320503
300580
780525
770542
770581
784672
780617
304666
290723
780673
780571
295020
780562
780565
290627
290716
301056
310502
301024
770514
340569
300680
770585
340577
290614
770549
330557
290604
300561
290677
301000
460500
340522
310503
310513
330501
780561
290621
300510
780671
310540
770586
290519
780590
330569
310664
300634
770564
301076

Structure Name
SULLIVAN-WALLACE DITCH
ARCH ROCK DITCH
JOHN THOMAS DITCH
CLAYTON-REED DITCH
HEADACHE CREEK DITCH
SPRING GULCH DITCH
WILLIAMS CR SQ PASS DIVR
STEVENS AND CLAYTON D
LIGHTNER CANAL
SQUARE TOP DITCH
PIEDRA V CNL LITTLE PAG
BESS GIRL DITCH
RUMBAUGH DITCH AND
WELL
HOSSACK CREEK DITCH
J C R DITCH
J M ROSS AND STURGILL D
SISSON-STEPHENS DITCH
BODO PINE RIDGE DITCH
CEANABOO DITCH
ANIMAS PMP STA & FOR MN
CHAMA ROAD DITCH
SPENCER DITCH
SILVERTON WTR WK SYS NO1
UNDERWOOD DITCH
WEBER RESERVOIR INLET D
HALSTEAD DITCH
HOUSE CANYON DITCH
M K AND T DITCH
FU BAR DITCH
HAVILAND LAKE INLET D
O'BANNON DITCH
DURANGO CITY PIPELINE
HORNER-HEATH DITCH
EAST MANCOS HIGHLINE D.
COMMISSIONER DITCH
WOMMER IRRIGATION DITCH
LA PLATA IRG DITCH
HERSCH DITCH
HIMES DITCH
BEAR CREEK DITCH
J C R DITCH ALTERNATE PT
MCLOYD DITCH
UNDERWOOD DITCH NO 2
BEIGHLEY NO 1 DITCH
NICKLES BROTHERS DITCH
SPRING HOLLOW DITCH
DR MORRISON DITCH
SITES DITCH
NAVAJO RIVER DITCH
CRAIG DITCH
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Decree
Amount
(cfs)
10.65
10.40
10.33
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.6097
0.61116
0.61261
0.61401
0.61542
0.61682
0.61823
0.61963
0.62103
0.62244
0.62384
0.62525

10.00

0.62665

No

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
9.80
9.79
9.69
9.50
9.40
9.30
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
8.92
8.75
8.58
8.31
8.25
8.13
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.80
7.60
7.50
7.50

0.62806
0.62946
0.63086
0.63227
0.63364
0.63502
0.63638
0.63771
0.63903
0.64034
0.6416
0.64287
0.64413
0.64539
0.64666
0.64792
0.64919
0.65045
0.6517
0.65293
0.65413
0.6553
0.65646
0.6576
0.65873
0.65985
0.66097
0.6621
0.66322
0.66434
0.66547
0.66659
0.66771
0.66881
0.66987
0.67093
0.67198

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

3-4

Is Structure in
Final Model?
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Comments
(1)

(2)

(2)
(2)
(4)
(1)

(2)
(4)

(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)

(3)
(2)

(2)

(2)

Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
WDID
780550
770500
301228
310668
290673
770570
300681
290538
770588
294669
460511
300581
290664
301009
300539
340552
290743
310535
290687
290671
340530
320590
310606
310600
290616
340639
780523
770519
290523
784671
290524
304662
320634
290618
294668
780506
320558
780555
330518
770590
300609
301095
290729
310710
290711
330573
770562
310609
300618

Structure Name
G S HATCHER DITCH
ARCHULETA DITCH
STEWARD NO. 3
SULLIVAN DITCH
MURRAY DITCH
NEW BOND HOUSE DITCH
SILVERTON PIPE LINE NO 2
BOND DITCH NO 2
UPPER NAVAJO DITCH
TREASURE PASS DIVR DITCH
JESSIE E HEATH DITCH
J P LAMB DITCH
MARTINEZ-VALDEZ DITCH
MCCLUER AND MURRAY
DITCH
EMBLING-MAYER DITCH
NO 6 DITCH
VIRGINIA DITCH
KIRKPATRICK DITCH
PARR-LOUCKS DITCH
MOUNTAIN PARK DITCH
GILES DITCH
ISMAY DITCH
BELLFLOWER DITCH NO 1
BELLFLOWER DITCH NO 4
HARE DRAINAGE D NO 1 & 2
D-1101
CARL AND WEBB DITCH
COYOTE-BOONE CREEK
DITCH
BEIGHLEY SEEPAGE D NO 3
DON LAFONT DITCH NO 2
BEIGHLEY SEEPAGE D NO 4
RED MOUNTAIN DITCH
MURRAY-ZWICKER-TOZER D.
HARRIS DITCH
SOUTH RIVER PEAK DITCH
BARNES DITCH
EATON DITCH
MCDONALD DITCH NO 2
AMMONS DITCH
VALDEZ NO 2 DITCH
PATRICIA A SHERWOOD D-PL
EASTER-HILLEN DITCH
STURGILL DITCH
IGNACIO CREEK DITCH
SHEEP CABIN DITCH
WELBORN-SENA DITCH
NAVAJO MEADOW DITCH
WOMMER-SW PROP DITCH
RELAY DITCH

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
7.50
7.25
7.25
7.08
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.90

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.67303
0.67405
0.67507
0.67606
0.67705
0.67803
0.67901
0.68
0.68098
0.68196
0.68295
0.68393
0.6849

6.85

0.68586

Yes

6.80
6.59
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.25
6.25
6.20
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

0.68681
0.68774
0.68865
0.68957
0.69048
0.69136
0.69223
0.6931
0.69395
0.69479
0.69563
0.69647
0.69732

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

6.00

0.69816

No

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.70

0.699
0.69984
0.70069
0.70153
0.70237
0.70321
0.70406
0.7049
0.70574
0.70658
0.70743
0.70827
0.70911
0.70995
0.7108
0.71164
0.71248
0.71332
0.71417
0.71501
0.71581

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

3-5

Is Structure in
Final Model?
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

Comments
(3)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(5)
(2)

(2)
(1)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(6) 300511
(6) 300511
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)
(4)

(4)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(4)
(2)

Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
WDID
290654
330558
340557
290501
340531
770577
320505
301033
300577
320556
340583
301003
780524
310528
770501
301207
340582
290662
290610
300653
290613
320665
770502
310567
310593
320662
310594
301038
780543
770569
290753
780552
330576
290731
310691
290702
310598
770561
780652
770560
770518
301219
770596
770513
301267
310552
770576
290639
301150

Structure Name
LONG MEADOW DITCH
JOHN F REIT DITCH
ROBB NO 1 DITCH
ALLEN CREEK DITCH
GLASGOW & BREWER DITCH
SHEEP CREEK DITCH
AUGUST THOMAS DITCH
BANKS-TYNER DITCH
JAMES-CARR SEPG D NO 2
EARL HART DITCH
WILLIS DITCH
HARRIS-PATTERSON DITCH
CIMARRON DITCH
BENNETT-MYERS IRR DITCH
ASPEN CREEK DITCH
SHAULL EXTENSION DITCH
WILLIAMS DITCH
MARTINEZ AND MARTINEZ D
GOODMAN-GOMEZ DITCH
TRIPP-ZINK WASTE WATER D
HALLETT DITCH
SHUMWAY PERKINS PMPG
STA
NEW BOND HOUSE DITCH
CAMPBELL DITCH
SEMLER DITCH E AND E
SCHALLES DITCH
ED WOMMER DITCH
BEAR WALLOW DITCH
EUGENIO GALLEGOS DITCH
NEW BOND HOUSE DITCH
WHITE CREEK NO 1 DITCH
GALLEGOS HOME DITCH
MILLARD DITCH
SWEEDE DITCH
SPRING GULCH DITCH
ROESLER DITCH
BELLFLOWER DITCH NO 2
MUDDY CREEK DITCH
CLARA FREDRICKS DITCH
MONTOYA DITCH
ENTERPRISE DITCH
SITES-KERN DITCH
PETERSON CREEK D NO 2
ENTERPRISE DITCH
WILLIAMSON DITCH
LOWER BEAVER CREEK
DITCH
SHAHAN IRRIGATION DITCH
K O HARMAN DITCH NO 1
MCCAW DITCH

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
5.66
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.40
5.40
5.40
5.33
5.30
5.30
5.07
5.05
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.7166
0.71738
0.71815
0.71892
0.71968
0.72044
0.7212
0.72194
0.72269
0.72343
0.72415
0.72485
0.72556
0.72626
0.72696
0.72766
0.72837
0.72907
0.72977
0.73047
0.73117

5.00

0.73188

No

(2)

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.90

0.73258
0.73328
0.73398
0.73468
0.73539
0.73609
0.73679
0.73749
0.73819
0.7389
0.7396
0.7403
0.741
0.74171
0.74241
0.74311
0.74381
0.74451
0.74522
0.74592
0.74662
0.74732
0.74801

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

(2)

4.75

0.74868

No

(4)

4.75
4.58
4.50

0.74934
0.74999
0.75062

Yes
No
No

(2)
Below Cutoff Value

3-6

Is Structure in
Final Model?
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Comments
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(6) 770511
(2)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(2)
(2)

Table 3.1
Initial Structure List - San Juan River Basin
WDID
320512
301243
310582
780611
320693
770555
320635
290566
300663
301026
310524
290622
320514
310508
301120
300502
301249
290522
290525
310766
780526
320644
310522
290678
310532
770509
300526
301179
770571
330570
770530
770565
290755
330575
301294
290745
770510
290827
290746
770589
784670
340514

Structure Name
BORD DITCH
TYNER EAST SIDE DITCH
OCHSNER DITCH
RIVERVIEW DITCH
WOODS DITCH
LITTLE NAVAJO DITCH
N E CARPENTER SEEPAGE D
COLTON AND MONTROY
DITCH
WALLACE DITCH
APPERSON-SITES DITCH
FARRELL DITCH
HOLY TERROR DITCH
BRUMLEY DRAW IRR DITCH
SEVERO DITCH
HEDGES-CLARK DITCH
AMBOLD DITCH
V C A-ANIMAS PIPELINE
BEIGHLEY SEEPAGE D NO 2
BEIGHLEY SEEPAGE D NO 5
VANDENBERG HOMEOWNERS
D
COAL HILL DITCH
POWELL AND CODY DITCH
PALMER DITCH
O'CONNELL AND KING DITCH
JOE S A CHAR B MACK IRG
BRAMWELL IRR DITCH
COOPER SEEP DIVR D NO 1
PEDWELL WASTE WATER D
PABLO ORTIZ DITCH
ENO SEEPAGE DITCH
ELMER DITCH NO 2
NO 4 GRAHAM-A C FITZHUGH
WILL MACHT DITCH
COMPTON DITCH
SEASE CANON DITCH NO 2
VIRGINIA REPLACEMENT D
BRAMWELL SPRING CR DITCH
SIMMONS DITCH
W B TURNER IRR SYSTEM
VALDEZ NO 1 DITCH
DON LAFONT DITCH NO 1
CRYSTAL CREEK DITCH

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.75125
0.75188
0.75251
0.75315
0.75378
0.75441
0.75504

4.50

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Comments
Below Cutoff Value
(8)
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value

0.75567

Yes

(8)

4.50
4.50
4.50
4.42
4.30
4.25
4.20
4.18
4.01
4.00
4.00

0.75631
0.75694
0.75757
0.75819
0.75879
0.75939
0.75998
0.76057
0.76113
0.76169
0.76225

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
(8)
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
(8)
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value

4.00

0.76282

No

Below Cutoff Value

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

0.76338
0.76394
0.7645
0.76506
0.76562
0.76619
0.76675
0.76731
0.76787
0.76843
0.76899
0.76956
0.77012
0.77068
0.77124
0.7718
0.77236
0.77293
0.77349
0.77405
0.77461
0.77517

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
(8)
(8)

(1) Structure is abandoned.
(2) Structure has small irrigated acreage or small historical diversions.
(3) Structure is non-existent or unusable.
(4) Structure has no time series available.
(5) Structure is for a municipality not modeled.
(6) Structure is a supplemental supply for structure shown.

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information

Is Structure in
Final Model?

(7) Structure is aggregated with the Florida Farmers Ditch (301011) to
reflect diversion practices.
(8) Although below the decreed cutoff, the structure was included because it
was determined to be key to the administration of the river by the division
engineer.
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Table 3.2
Initial Structure List - Dolores and San Miguel River Basins
WDID
714673

Structure
MAIN CANAL NO 1

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
801.90

714675

DOLORES TUNNEL

375.00

0.2928

Yes

600672
600633
600670
710618
600733
600827

LONE CONE DITCH
HIGHLINE CANAL ENLT
LILYLANDS CANAL ENL
TURKEY CREEK DITCH
PAXTON DITCH EXTENSION
JOHNSON DITCH
NATURITA CATTLE AND
LAND
J & M HUGHES DITCH
HUGHES DITCH
BANKSTON DITCH
BEAVER MESA ENLD DITCH
LEOPARD CREEK DITCH
ATLANTA FLUME & P L
WILSON CR PL
RAY DITCH
HAMILTN CR EX LILYLAND
D
VOGELAAR FILLER DITCH
DISAPPOINTMENT DITCH
PLEASANT VALLEY DITCH
MILL DITCH AND FLUME
MIDDLE ELK CREEK D
NELSON CREEK DITCH
SOUTH MIDWAY DITCH
PINE MESA DITCH
CARRIERE DITCH ENLT
GLENCOE DITCH
SILZELL DITCH
EAGLE DITCH
ENLARGEMENT
BEAR CK CALUMET PL
COTTONWOOD DITCH
ALEXANDER DITCH
DOLORES HATCHERY PL NO
2
SWAMP FEEDER NELSON CR
D
A E L R P & PL
CARRIBEAU WTR RT & PL
HORSESHOE DITCH
PATTERSON DITCH
ELK CREEK DITCH
MORRISON DITCH
WARNER DITCH
CRAVER DITCH
EASTON DITCH ENL
MCCULLOCH SCOTT D

187.87
145.00
122.13
90.00
54.00
50.55

0.3395
0.3755
0.4059
0.4283
0.4417
0.4543

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

50.00

0.4668

No

40.00
35.00
26.36
26.00
25.52
25.00
25.00
25.00

0.4767
0.4854
0.4920
0.4984
0.5048
0.5110
0.5172
0.5234

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

25.00

0.5297

No

(1)

21.50
20.74
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
19.99
17.16
17.00
17.00
16.68

0.5350
0.5402
0.5501
0.5551
0.5601
0.5650
0.5700
0.5743
0.5785
0.5827
0.5869

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

(2)

16.30

0.5909

Yes

16.00
15.15
15.00

0.5949
0.5987
0.6024

No
No
Yes

(3)
(2)

15.00

0.6062

No

(2)

15.00

0.6099

No

(2)

15.00
15.00
15.00
14.12
13.45
13.40
13.16
13.00
13.00
12.50

0.6136
0.6173
0.6211
0.6246
0.6279
0.6313
0.6345
0.6378
0.6410
0.6441

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

600708
600650
600643
710500
600521
600669
600514
601152
610527
600979
600790
690503
600736
600695
600689
600713
610517
630552
600550
600607
630558
600583
600889
630519
600507
710525
600770
610602
600907
690510
630550
600588
690515
600831
600569
600585
600684

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.1995
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Is Structure in
Final Model?

Comments

Yes
Same structure as
324675

Same structure as
600707

(2)

(2)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Table 3.2
Initial Structure List - Dolores and San Miguel River Basins
WDID
600716
610502
630512
630553
600801
710627
600631
600734
710504
601203
600706
600678
710531
601064
601239
630501
610520
600574
600758
710567
600745
600814
630547
600777
600528
600687
601054
710513
630529
710546
600582
600549
630542
600659
690512
600611
630518
710624
710573
600710
600776
600805
710544
600566
690506
600648
630597

Structure
NEW DOMINION DITCH
GALLOWAY DITCH
BURG DITCH NO 4
RED CROSS DITCH
WILLIAMS DITCH
DOLORES WATER DIVR HGT
HECTOR DITCH & WTR RT
PENN TUNNEL WTR SUP PL
BEAR CREEK DITCH
SECOND PARK PUMP
PLANT&D
MUDDY CREEK DITCH
LOWER ELK CREEK DITCH
EAST EDER DITCH
NELLIE PL & WATER RIGHT
THEO NETHERLY DITCH#3
BARTHOLOMEW AND
HATCH D
NAFUS DITCH
DENISON DITCH
SILVER BELL FLUME&PL 3
MCEWEN DITCH
REED CHATFIELD DIT ENL
SPECTACLE DITCH
NOLAN DITCH
THEO NETHERLY DITCH 1
BLESSING DITCH
MEADOW DITCH EXTENSION
MARYLAND FLUME & PL
BURCH AND LONGWILL
DITCH
HARMS AND HAZEL DITCH
HAMMOND AND CLARK
DITCH
DRY PARK DITCH
CARR WADDLE DITCH
MESA CREEK DITCH
KINLEY DITCH ENLT & EX
KNIGHT-EMBLING DITCH
GOLD RUN DITCH
CLIFF RANCH DITCH
WEST EDER DITCH
MORIARITY DITCH
NEILSON DITCH ENL
TEMPLETON DITCH
WILLOW CREEK DITCH 3
GOEBEL DITCH
CORNET DITCH
GARNER DITCH
IOWANNA DITCH
IDLEWILD HIGHLINE DITCH

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
12.50
12.50
12.48
12.30
11.90
11.50
11.42
11.00
10.60

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.6472
0.6503
0.6534
0.6565
0.6595
0.6623
0.6652
0.6679
0.6705

Is Structure in
Final Model?
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes

Comments
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)

10.00

0.6730

No

(2)

10.00
10.00
9.50
9.50
9.30

0.6755
0.6780
0.6804
0.6827
0.6850

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

(3)
(2)

9.30

0.6874

Yes

8.50
8.33
8.30
8.20
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00

0.6895
0.6915
0.6936
0.6956
0.6976
0.6996
0.7016
0.7036
0.7056
0.7076
0.7096

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

7.80

0.7115

Yes

7.80

0.7135

Yes

7.60

0.7153

No

(2)

7.55
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.49
7.30
7.22
7.16
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.93
6.80
6.78
6.75
6.69
6.66

0.7172
0.7191
0.7210
0.7228
0.7247
0.7265
0.7283
0.7301
0.7318
0.7336
0.7353
0.7370
0.7387
0.7404
0.7421
0.7437
0.7454

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

(2)

3-2

(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)

Table 3.2
Initial Structure List - Dolores and San Miguel River Basins
WDID
710582
630527
610558
630506
630567
630511
630572
630538
690520
600527
600800
710545
600867
710553
600658
600775
630575
630524
630562
600737
600628

Structure
QUARRY NO 1 DITCH
GILL DITCH
MCGAUGHEY DITCH ENL
BOOTH DITCH NO 1
UNAWEEP CATTLE RANGE D
4
BURG DITCH NO 3
WEST CREEK DITCH NO 1
LOBA DITCH NO 5
PINE ARROYA DITCH
BLAKE AND PAYSON POWER
D
WILLIAM ROSS DITCH ENLT
GOULD & MORIARITY DITCH
BURBRIDGE DITCH
JESSE LOVE DITCH
KELLEY CREEK EXTENSION
TAYLOR DITCH & WTR RT
WINES DITCH NO 1
FOSTER MINAR DITCH
SOUTH LOBA DITCH
PLEASANT VIEW DITCH
HASTINGS DITCH ENLT

Decree
Amount
(cfs)
6.50
6.36
6.33
6.27

Cumulative
Percent of
Total
0.7470
0.7486
0.7502
0.7517

Is Structure in
Final Model?

Comments

Yes
Yes
No
No

Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value

6.24

0.7533

No

Below Cutoff Value

6.24
6.24
6.14
6.10

0.7548
0.7564
0.7579
0.7594

No
No
No
Yes

Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
(4)

6.00

0.7609

No

Below Cutoff Value

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.81
5.65
5.62
5.55
5.50

0.7624
0.7639
0.7654
0.7669
0.7684
0.7699
0.7713
0.7727
0.7741
0.7755
0.7769

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Below Cutoff Value
(4)
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
Below Cutoff Value
(4)

(1) Structure is abandoned.
(2) Structure has small irrigated acreage or small historical diversions.
(3) Structure has no time series available.
(4) Although below the decreed cutoff, the structure was included because it was determined to be key to the
administration of the river by the division engineer.

3.2. Basin Meeting Notes
Meetings with the Division 7 engineer and staff were held on August 15 and 16, 1995 to
discuss the San Juan and Dolores River basins. A meeting with the Division 4 engineer and
staff was held on September 21, 1995 to discuss the Dolores and San Miguel River basins.
The main purpose of these meetings was to refine the initial list of structures to be modeled
and to gain an understanding of the administration of water rights in each basin. In
addition, the following key points were covered:
•

Administration issues in each water district

•

Irrigation practices

•

Irrigation and municipal return flow locations

•

Availability of diversion records

•

Irrigated acreage estimates

San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information
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3.2.1 Water Districts in Division 7 & Dolores River Basin
The following notes describe the discussions that occurred during the Division 7
meetings concerning the San Juan River basin. During the discussions with the division
engineer, assistant division engineer, and the water commissioners, a close tie between
Division 7 rights in the McElmo Creek basin and Division 4 rights in the Dolores River
basin was observed. For this reason, it was decided to combine the two divisions in the
same model. Subsequently, much of District 71 (Dolores River) was discussed at the
Division 7 meeting. In attendance at the Division 7 meetings were the following:
Ken Beegles
Bruce Whitehead
David Nelson
John Valentine
Harold Baxstrom
Hal Pierce
Robert Daniels
Bill Baker
Bob Becker
Russ Kennedy
Ray Bennett
Michael Kane
George Fosha
Jim Hyre

Division 7 Engineer
Assistant Division 7 Engineer
Water Commissioner District 30 (Animas River)
Water Commissioner
Water Commissioner
Water Commissioner Districts 31 and 46
Water Commissioner Districts 31 and 46
Water Commissioner Districts 32, 34, 69, and 71
Water Commissioner Districts 32, 34, 69, and 71
Water Commissioner District 33 (La Plata River)
Division of Water Resources
Riverside Technology, inc.
W.W. Wheeler and Associates, Inc.
W.W. Wheeler and Associates, Inc.

Prior to the meetings, W.W. Wheeler prepared maps (1:100,000 scale) of the San Juan
and Dolores River basins showing the locations of key structures (ditches and
reservoirs) proposed for inclusion in the CRDSS Water Rights Planning Model. The
locations of the structures were based primarily on the descriptions given in the water
rights tabulation data base. Also prior to the meetings, Michael Kane prepared a
network diagram of the planning model and a summary of the years in which there
were available diversion records for the key structures.
One of the objectives of the meetings was to attempt to decide which of the key
structures, if any, would not need to be included in the model, but rather be left in the
historical gage record. The discussions also addressed the identification of critical
water-short river reaches within the river basins.
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WATER DISTRICT 30
ANIMAS RIVER BASIN:
- Mineral Point Ditch (4661)
* Ditch is measured approximately once every two weeks.
* Diverts about two to three cfs year round if streamflow is available. Probably diverts
more water during early runoff.
* Transmountain diversion to Uncompahgre River basin.
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Highland Mary Pipeline (570) - no use, abandoned
* Haviland Lake Inlet (561) - small diversions
* Pat Sherwood (609) - small irrigated acreage
* Embling-Mayer (539) - mainly used for fish hatchery, small irrigated acreage
* James-Carr Seepage (577) - diverts seepage water from Animas Consolidated (506)
* Relay Ditch (618) - not used for past 30 years
* Tripp-Zink Wastewater (653) - picks up wastewater from John Thomas (580) and Animas
Consolidated (506)
* Lightner Canal (4666) - no diversions, little use
* Steward No. 3 (1228) - small use, can't divert more than two cfs
* Bear Wallow (1038) - small use, little physical water supply
* Shaull Ext (1207) - small use
* Craig Ditch (1076) - diverts spring water from tributary of Animas River, small use
- Add the following structures to the model:
* Power Canal No. 1 (612) - power diversions for Cascade Reservoir
* Twin Rock Ditch (4665) - diverts in Colorado, irrigates in New Mexico
* Ralston Ditch (4664) - diverts in Colorado, irrigates in New Mexico (does not have
Colorado decreed water right)
* Red Mountain Ditch (4662) - spot readings (possibly leave out of model)
- Carbon Lake Ditch (4660) * Ditch not used much
* May divert a lot of water during April and May, but not measured
* Possibly leave out of model
* Silverton Pipeline (681)
* Municipal use for Town of Silverton
* Diverts from Bear Creek
* Not used during winter because of freezing
* Silverton Water Works (680)
* Municipal use for Town of Silverton
* Diverts from Boulder Creek
* Measured once a month (from WTP records)
* Capacity of system is about 9.3 cfs
- Cascade Canal (523)
* Good diversion records, diverted about 25,000 AF in 1993
* Hydropower use, carrier ditch to Cascade Reservoir
- Bear Creek Ditch (510)
* Irrigates about 60 acres
* Irrigation return flows do not return to the Animas River
San Juan & Dolores River Basin Information
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* Diversions in winter for fish flows
* Need to fill in missing diversion records
Reid Ditch (617) and Sullivan-Wallace (641)
* Divert water at same location on river
* Winter diversions for stock water
JP Lamb (581)
* Irrigates same lands as Animas Consolidated (506), secondary supply for lower lands
* Shares headgate with Hermosa Company Ditch (568)
Animas Pump Station (1024)
* Municipal supply for Durango
* This supply is used mainly for summer peaks. Town diverts its base water supply from
Florida River (better water quality).
Sites Ditch (634) - Ditch occasionally diverts out-of-priority. Junction Creek is over
appropriated.
Bodo Pine Ridge Ditch (1056)
Pine Ridge Ditch (330533) diverts La Plata River water to Wildcat Creek. Bodo Pine Ridge
(1056) receives about 24 shares out of 80 shares from 330533. Ute Indians own some of
330533.
* Johnson Reservoir (1,100 AF) - proposed municipal reservoir to service several
subdivisions. Receives about 40 shares of Pine Ridge (330533).
* Some of 330533 diversions stay in La Plata drainage.
* Irrigates land in Basin Creek
Animas Ditch (1023)
* The first 5.75 cfs of the number one priority is owned by the Indians.

FLORIDA RIVER BASIN:
- Lemon Reservoir:
* Recently acquired a refill decree (1994)
* Reservoir usually fills by early July and begins releasing water in July.
* Big chunk of reservoir water goes to the Florida Canal (1013) and the Florida Farmers
Ditch (1011).
* Farmers individually own reservoir water.
* John Ey (Florida Water Conservancy District) is the reservoir manager and keeps track of
individual farmers reservoir water use.
* Reservoir water begins to be used when the river drops below 200 cfs.
* Reservoir inflows and outflows are gaged and available via satellite readings.
* Some farmers will use all their reservoir water.
* No minimum release requirements below reservoir.
* Try to run about 11.0 cfs (year round) for hydropower (id 1429). Hydro installed in 1990.
* Estimate carriage loss of 20 percent and system efficiency of 25 percent.
* Water commissioner will let the streamflow drop to about 3.0 cfs at the Florida Farmers
Ditch (1011).
- Durango City Pipeline (1000)
* City's primary water supply
* Diverts about 8.9 cfs during summer and about 4.0 cfs during winter.
* Does not receive any project water from Lemon Reservoir.
* Harris-Patterson (1003)
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* Receives project water
* Diverts more water than its decree
Pioneer Ditch (1019) - receives a large amount of its water supply from project water.
McCluer and Murray (1009) - receives about half of its water supply from project water.
Diverts about 3.5 cfs direct flow water.
Combine Banks-Tyner (1033) and Champion (1005) - structures do not receive project
water.
Add to model the Tyner East Side (1243) - water right is owned by the Indians and receives
project water.
Sites-Kern (1219) - most of its water supply is wastewater from the Robert Morrison and
Kings Consolidated ditches on the Los Pinos. The Robert Morrison (310547) imports water
from the Los Pinos.
Remove from the model the Easter Hillen (1095) - little use.
Florida Mesa Irrigation:
* Grow lots of Alfalfa, some corn and hay
* Typically two good cuttings and sometimes three cuttings.
* First cutting usually occurs around end of June
* Do not cut back ditches for harvest.
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WATER DISTRICT 77
NAVAJO RIVER BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* New Bond House: Fall (569)
* Three Lakes Inlet (583) - fishery
* New Bond House: Beaver (502)
* New Bond House: Aspen (570)
* East Fork (527) - small irrigated acreage
* Muddy Creek Ditch (561) - no irrigated acreage
* West Ranch Creek (592) - small irrigated acreage
* Headache Creek (542) - small irrigated acreage
* Little Muddy Creek (554) - small irrigated acreage
* Sheep Creek (577) - small irrigated acreage
* Chama Road (514) - small diversions
* House Canyon (549)
* McMullen (558) - small diversions
* Enterprise: Beal (513) - small use
* Enterprise: Corn (518) - small use
* Spring Gulch (581) - small use
* Archuleta (500) - small use, relocated to above Edith stream gage
* Coyote-Boone (519)
* Valdez No. 2 (590) - no diversions
- Add the following structures to the model:
* San Juan-Chama Project (4635) - include structures on other tributaries Little Navajo,
etc.)
* Shahan Irrigation (576)
* Confar and Russell (516)
* Upper Camp (587) - typically diverts around three to four cfs.
* New Bond House: Navajo (597) - located on mainstem just below Upper Camp (587)
* Navajo Meadow Creek (562) - located on mainstem
* San Juan-Chama Project has minimum bypass requirements for structures on Rio
Blanco, Little Navajo River, and Navajo River. Bypass requirement for Little Navajo
River is a maximum of 27 cfs during May through August. CWCB does not have a
minimum instream flow water right on the Little Navajo River.
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WATER DISTRICT 29
SAN JUAN RIVER BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Himes (621) - small use
* Allen Creek - small irrigated acreage
* Roseler (702)
* Mountain Park (671) - small use
* Rumbaugh (5020) - structure is a well, non-consumptive use, abandoned
* Goodman-Gomez (610) - small use
* San Juan River Intake (708) - no structure is present, water rights may have been
transferred to this location
* McGirr-Gomez (667) - small use
* Harris (618) - little use, scarce records
* Virginia (743) - small use
* Martinez-Valdez (664) - abandoned, no records
- Add Colton and Montroy (566) to the model
- Snowball (718)
* Diverts out of Turkey Creek
* Imports water to Snowball Creek drainage and to Fourmile Creek drainage below
structure 669
* Import to Fourmile Creek creates live stream for lower reaches
- Phillips (691) - located on West Fork just below structure 560 above gage
- Treasure Pass (4669) - Diversions under ditch tie in with the Rio Grande Compact. Records
are kept in Division 3.
- O'Bannon (677) - large diversions under ditch and some fields are sub-irrigated
- Park (686) - irrigates land down to Mill Creek and beyond. Some irrigation return flows go
to Mill Creek.
- Dutton Ditch (2005)
* Calling water right on Fourmile Creek
* Trans-basin diversions to Stollsteimer Creek drainage
* Irrigates land above Stevens and Sullenburger reservoirs
- Fourmile Ditch (601)
* Trans-basin diversions to Hidden Valley Creek (25 percent)
* Lower McCabe Creek receives some irrigation return flows
* CH Loucks (550)
* Located on mainstem, below McCabe Creek
* Some diversions go to generate power, minimal use for irrigation (14 acres).
- Echo Ditch (588)
* Trans-basin diversions to Mill Creek and Echo Creek
* 75 percent return flows to Echo Creek and 25 percent return flows to Mill Creek
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RIO BLANCO BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Hare Drainage No. 1 (616) - small use
* Square Top Creek (723) - small use
* Sweede (731) - small use
* White Creek No. 1 (753) - small use
* Murray (673) - ditch is unusable, owned by USFS
* Halstead (614) - abandoned
- Add to the model the San Juan-Chama Project diversion (4667)
- Beighley Seepage No. 3 (523)
* Include acreage from total Beighley System
* No. 1 50 acres
* No. 2 25 acres
* No. 3 40 acres
* No. 4 80 acres
* No. 5 25 acres
* total 220 acres
* Increase efficiency (80 percent)
- Beighley Seepage Ditch (524) - plotted incorrect on diagram, should be on mainstem and
include with structure 523.
- San Juan-Chama Project minimum flow bypass requirement maximum of 40 cfs in May.
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WATER DISTRICT 46
- Horner Heath (500)
* Structure has several priorities - number one priority is owned by New Mexico and used
by the DOW (it is possible that the DOW is not presently using this water right)
* Most of the use is in Colorado for irrigation of about 100 acres
- Briggs (503)
* Approximately 25 acres irrigated in Colorado
* Approximately 300 acres irrigated in New Mexico
* First 1.0 cfs diversion goes to Colorado and the remaining diversion goes to New Mexico
NAVAJO RESERVOIR:
* Diversions from reservoir are used to irrigate Indian lands
* It is estimated that the demand for reservoir water is approximately 250,000 ac-ft
* Water is used for irrigation in New Mexico and the irrigated lands are tributary to the San
Juan River (per USBR project book).
* Possible source of information: Brad Vickers (USBR)
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WATER DISTRICT 78
PIEDRA RIVER BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Perkins (600)
* GS Hatcher (550) - does not exist
* Linn and Clark (578)
* Hersch (561) - does not exist
* Piedra Valley Canal: Pagosa (672) - does not exist
* Piedra Valley Canal: Little Pagosa (673)
* Add to the model the Fairfield municipal use
* Stevens Reservoir (3645)
* Hatcher Reservoir (3626)
* Effluent returns to Martinez Creek
* Approximately 300 ac-ft/yr used for golf course irrigation
* Stream gage located at Hwy 160 (Martinez gage) for Fairfield water use
- Clayton and Reid (525)
* Diverts from Pagosa Creek
* Delivers diversions to Stevens and Clayton (617) on Little Pagosa
* Add to the model Pagosa Ditch (594)
* Diverts from Little Pagosa Creek
* Senior water right on Little Pagosa Creek
* By exchange, 594 receives water from 604 so that 617 can continue to divert out-of
priority
- Piedra Falls (604) - diverts over Pagosa Creek and picks up diversions from Little Pagosa
- Williams Creek Sq Pass (4672)
* Located on network diagram above structure 544 on Williams Creek
* Transmountain diversion to Division 3
* Fill missing data with averages
- Don Lafont No. 2 (4671)
* Located on headwaters of Piedra River upstream of structure 501
* Transmountain diversion to Division 3
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WATER DISTRICT 31
LOS PINOS RIVER BASIN:
- Weminuche Pass (4637)
* Transmountain diversion
* Owned by DOW
- Pine River Weminuche Pass (4638)
* Privately owned
* Transmountain diversion
- Porter (583)
* 8 cfs used for irrigation
* 40 cfs used for power
* Do not model the power right
- Remove from the model Emerald Creek Reservoir (3516) - not used and old storage water
right was abandoned in 1980.
- McCloyd (540)
* Water right will be changed from irrigation to fish and recreation uses
* Ditch is in poor condition with no measuring flume
- Vallecito Reservoir:
* Calculate native inflow using mass balance method
* Evaporation pan at the reservoir
* Gage below reservoir (9353500) has been abandoned. New gage installed and operated
by the State is located just below Red Creek
* There are two ditches between the new SEO gage and the reservoir: 1) McBride and 2)
Farrell (?). New gage is adjusted for diversions by McBride and Farrell (?) and estimated
flow of Red Creek. Irrigation returns flows from the two ditches return below the gage.
* Power plant installed at the reservoir with a junior water right for around 690 to 720 cfs.
Winter power use is 30 to 40 cfs. Power water right cannot call for storage water (run of
the river operation).
* No refill decree
* Pine River Irrigation District Superintendent is Joe Brown
* Reservoir is full at elevation 7,675 (7,665 gmf notes) feet. Drawn down to elevation 7,646
feet in the fall for maintenance and flood control.
* No call on river if inflow to reservoir is about 650 cfs or greater.
* River Releases:
* Swing priority is P-26 which consists of five ditches
* If one or more of the ditches under this priority do not use their full entitlement, the
remaining in prorated among the other ditches.
* Pass water to meet CWCB minimum instream flow right (note that we could not find any
CWCB instream flow rights below the reservoir)
* Water commissioners provided copies of river administration forms, straight-line
diagram, and computer administration spreadsheet.
- Add the following structures to the model:
* Farrell (524) - located above new SEO gage
* McBride (553) - located above new SEO gage
* Myers and Ashers (518)
* Catlin (545)
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* Thompson-Epperson (663) - receives only project water, 2.34 cfs (no decree for direct
flow)
* Citizens Irrigation (515)
* Dunham (550)
* Higbee Irrigation (516)
* Island (527)
* Severo (508)
* Located below Rock Creek, above structure 507
* Indian water P-1 for 4.25 cfs
Remove the following structures from the model:
* Spring Gulch (691) - small use
* Wommer-SW Prop (609) - uses recaptured wastewater
* Bellflower No. 1 (606) - wastewater decree, supplemental for structure 511
* Bellflower No. 4 (600) - wastewater decree, supplemental for structure 511
* Bellflower No. 2 (598) - wastewater decree, supplemental for structure 511
Bennett-Myers (528)
* Two cfs of ditch transferred to wells
* Three cfs of ditch remains for irrigation - dried up some lands and withdraw project lands
Wommer Irrigation (513) - increase efficiency because of downstream reuse which is not
modeled.
Los Pinos Irrigation (512)
* Bayfield municipal uses and irrigation
* Two cfs of ditch has been transferred to Bayfield municipal. Town owns more, but has
not transferred.
* Receives project water
Thompson-Epperson (511)
* Carries water for 663 (Indian, non-decreed water)
* When water call is on river, diversion is all project water
* Increase efficiency because of reuse of wastewater which is not modeled
* Indian water rights are given first priority "P-1"
* Various water rights which sum up to 182 cfs absolute and 30 cfs conditional
Schroder Irrigation (523) - one cfs was transferred to 512 (Bayfield municipal), but has not
been used.
Bean (510) - receives project water
King Ditch (519) - some goes to Highline Ditch on Salt Creek in Water District 30
Robert Morrison (547)
* Transbasin diversion to Salt Creek in Water District 30
* Approximately 50 percent diverted out of basin
Ceanaboo Ditch (502)
* Located above structure 665 and below structure 664
* Completely owned by Indians, P-1 priority
Dr Morrison (505)
* Carries water for Dr Morrison (664), whiteman water - 7.80 cfs
* Indian water, P-1 priority - 64.8 cfs
Spring Creek Ditch (509)
* Carries water for Spring Creek (665), whiteman water - 234 cfs (includes recent decree of
30 cfs). Trans-basin diversion to Water District 46.
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* Indian water, P-1 priority - 80.0 cfs (contract with ditch company to take 50 cfs)
- Commissioner Ditch (503)
* Beaver Creek is decreed source of diversion
* Actually diverts water from Los Pinos and Beaver Creek
* Model structure on the mainstem
- Ignacio Ditch (710) and Semler (593) - receive most of their water supply by irrigation
return flows from King (519), Robert Morrison (547), and Dr Morrison (505)
- La Boca Ditch (507) - Indian water right, P-1 for 10.1 cfs
- Campbell Ditch (567)
* Receives most of its water supply by wastewater from the Spring Creek Ditch (509).
Probably do not need to develop baseflow hydrology for Tiffany Draw (small drainage
and ditch diverts mainly wastewater).
* Spring Creek Gulch's main water supply comes from irrigation return flows. Normally the
gulch runs dry.
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WATER DISTRICT 34
MANCOS RIVER BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Spencer Ditch (569) - include this structure with the Crystal Creek Ditch (514)
* Robb No. 1 (557) - small use
* D-1101 (639) - small irrigated acreage
- Add the following structure to the model:
* Smouse Ditch (567) - receives Jackson Reservoir water
* Crystal Creek (514) - receives Jackson Reservoir water (see drawing in notes)
* Boss Ditch (506) - receives Jackson Reservoir water
* Frank Ditch (527) - receives Jackson Reservoir water
- Town of Mancos (573)
* Diverts up to about 10 cfs for four to seven days
* Effluent returns above the Willis Ditch (583), and below the Frank Ditch (527)
- Weber Reservoir Inlet (577)
* Feeder to Weber Reservoir (capacity of 440 ac-ft)
* Irrigates land southwest of reservoir (approx. 325 acres)
- Long Park Ditch (544)
* Receives Jackson Reservoir water by exchange (no decree)
* Diverts about five to six cfs during early spring
- Jackson Reservoir
* Mancos Water Conservancy District (Gary Kennedy, Manager)
* Releases to West Mancos for undecreed exchanges
* Exchange with Crystal Creek Ditch (514) using reservoir inlet ditch (id 535) or outlet
ditch (see drawing in notes)
* Storage water (approx. 100 acre-feet) can be delivered to Bauer Reservoir No. 2 via
Chicken Creek through the C-C Ditch (507) and Bauer Reservoir No. 2 Ditch (504). See
sketch in notes.
- East Mancos Highline (522) - receives Jackson Reservoir water via exchange (no decree)
- Williams Ditch (582) - receives Jackson Reservoir water via exchange (no decree)
- Giles Ditch (530) - Number one water right
- Rush Reservoir Ditch (560)
* Diversions average about four cfs
* Feeder ditch for Bauer Reservoir Nos. 1 (id 3585) and 2 (id 3586)
* Reservoir outlet ditches deliver water to irrigated lands (1,550 acres)
- Webber Ditch (576) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Ratliff and Root Ditch (554) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Lee Ditch (543) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Willis Ditch (583) - receives Jackson Res. water
- No. 6 Ditch (552) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Sheek Ditch (565) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Beaver Ditch (505) - receives Jackson Res. water
- Henry Bolen Ditch (534)
* Receives Jackson Res. water
* Structure is located below the mouth of Chicken Creek
* This location is critical for administration
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- Glasgow & Brewer Ditch (531) - questionable whether or not ditch receives Jackson
Reservoir water
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WATER DISTRICT 32
MCELMO CREEK BASIN:
- Summit Reservoir System:
* Summit Irrigation Company
* 400 shares total in company
* Steve Boyd (manager)
* Dave Sanford (secretary)
* division engineer's office keeps track of Summit Reservoir inflows and outflows.
* Reservoir receives inflows from Lost Canyon (id 609) and Turkey Creek (id 618)
* Turkey Creek (id 618) also feeds Big Pine Reservoir in Water District 71. The inlet ditch
(id 618) can bypass the Big Pine Reservoir. Generally, Big Pine Reservoir outlet (id
2000) reflects water delivered to Water District 34.
* Summit Reservoir is located within Water District Nos. 71, 32, and 34.
* Location of irrigated lands
* Water District 32, approx. 4,000 acres
* Water District 71, approx. 200 acres
* Water District 34 ??
* Irrigation return flows go mainly to McElmo Creek Drainage and some go to the Lost
Canyon Creek drainage.
* See sketch provided by water commissioner for schematic of system.
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Earl Hart Ditch (556) - small use
* August Thomas (505) - small use
* Arch Rock (503) - abandoned
- Wilson Ditch (690)
* Receives most of its water supply by irrigation return flows from the Montezuma Valley
Irrigation (MVI) system.
* Probably do not need to develop the baseflow hydrology for Hartman Draw (most of the
streamflow comes from MVI irrigation return flows).
* Most of McElmo Creek Basin's streamflow results from irrigation return flows from the
MVI system.
- McPhee Reservoir
* Started filling reservoir in 1983
* Dolores Water Conservancy District, John Porter
* Montezuma Valley Irrigation District, Les Nunn
* Accounts (estimate):
* MVI - 65,000 ac-ft
* Indians - 40,000 ac-ft
* Municipal - 5,000 ac-ft (Cortez, Dove Creek, and Montezuma Water Co.)
* Full Service Farmers - 35,000 ac-ft (Dove Creek Canal)
* Downstream Fishery - 30,000 ac-ft
* MVI can divert up to 150,000 ac-ft, of which 65,000 ac-ft come from McPhee Reservoir.
MVI has senior direct flow water of 792 cfs.
- Narraguinnep Reservoir
* Part of MVI system
* Receives storage water from McPhee Reservoir via Lone Pine Canal (815, "Great-cut")
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Narraguinnep Reservoir Outlet (700) delivers storage water to the east
Lone Pine Canal (702) delivers storage water to the west
Lone Pine Canal at one time was able to bypass Narraguinnep Reservoir.
McPhee Reservoir delivers storage water to Dove Creek Canal (2006) for irrigation in
Water District 71 and to Lone Pine Canal (815) for storage at Narraguinnep Reservoir. U
Lateral Canal (772) branches off Dove Creek Canal. CWCB has a instream flow water
right below McPhee on the Dolores River.
* Sketch provided by water commissioner
- Ismay Ditch (590) - Yellowjacket Creek flows about 15 to 20 cfs mainly from irrigation
return flows. Probably do not need to develop baseflow hydrology for Yellowjacket Creek.
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WATER DISTRICT 71
DOLORES RIVER BASIN:
- See straight line diagram of Dolores River provided by the water commissioner
- Groundhog Reservoir:
* Part of storage water is dedicated to remove call on river from MVI so that mainstem
water rights on the Dolores River can continue to divert water.
* Upstream exchange agreement
* Reserve 2,200 acre-feet for exchange
* 100 acre-feet for well augmentation
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Structures on Stoner Creek, a tributary of the East Fork of the Dolores River – small use
* Structures inundated by McPhee Reservoir:
* MVI No. 2 Canal
* Ritter Ditch
* Dunham & Johnson Ditch
* Aztec Ditch
* McPhee Pipeline
* House & Sommers Ditch
* Porter Ditch
* Kuhlman Ditch
* VanWinkle Ditch
* Dickinson Ditch
* Bradfield Ditch
* Royce & Risley (593) - small use
* Pine Tree Canyon - does not exist
* Allen Pipeline (2005) - small export water
* Rogers Pump (590) - small use
* Wattles & Freeman (623)
* Structures downstream of McPhee Reservoir:
* George P Moore (539)
* Lone Dome
* D.D. Williams
* Truelson P & SPRK
* Dolores Hatchery Pipeline Nos. 1 (524) and 2 (525) - used for fish hatchery (non
consumptive)
* Terrill Ditch
* Ortiz Ditch (576)
* Home Ditch (547)
* Hammond & Clark (546)
* Sebastian Tam (595)
* Structures on East Fork:
* Lyons (565)
* Carter (517)
* Redrock (584)
* Riverside (588)
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* Robidoux
* Frank Robinson (534)
* Un-Named
* Priest Gulch
* King No. 2 (557)
* Silvet
* Tenderfoot
* Rossi
* Sulphur Gulch
* Jesse (553) - washed out
* Rogers Ditch
* Leavensworth (562)
* McEwen (567)
Italian Ditch (551) - will be developed for gravel pits and subdivisions
Allen Pipeline (2005) - export to Water District 32 (may be leave in gage)
Original Rico Flume (575) - municipal use for Town of Rico
West Eder Ditch (624) - part of ditch is used for augmentation
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WATER DISTRICT 69
DISAPPOINTMENT CREEK BASIN:
- Disappointment Creek flows until about the end of June and after which there is no physical
supply in the creek.
- Disappointment Creek straight-line diagram:
HEADWATERS
||
||
Evans No. 1 (504)
||
||
Evans No. 2 (505)
||
||
Knight-Embling (512)
||
||
Disappointment Crk (503)
||
||
Horseshoe Ditch (510)
Pine Arroya Ditch (520)
||
\ || /
\ || /
\/
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WATER DISTRICT 33
LA PLATA RIVER BASIN:
- Remove the following structures from the model:
* Sponsel & Meyers (529) - used to fill small pond
* M K & T (557) - small use
* Welborn Sena (573) - not used
* John Reit (558) - small use
* Spring Hollow (569) - small use, very junior water right
* Millard (576) - small use, very junior water right
- La Plata & Cherry Creek (508) - trans-basin diversion to Cherry Creek. Returns occur above
structure 557
- Pine Ridge Ditch (533) - approximately 70 percent of diversions are trans-basin to Water
District 30
- Hay Gulch No. 2 (504)
* Irrigates about 1,500 acres
* Frequently diverts during winter (some diversions used to feed reservoir)
- Mormon Reservoir (a.k.a. Red Mesa)
* Significant reservoir used for supplemental irrigation
* Decreed for 1,176 ac-ft
* Inflows (ids 563 and 562) and outflows (id 561) are measured
* Structures that receive reservoir water:
- Old Indian (530)
- Joseph Freed (547)
- Revival (548)
- Warren Vosburgh (550)
- Big Stick (554) - return flows go mainly to Hay Gulch
- Ammons Ditch (518) - commingle diversions with Hay Gulch No. 2 (504)
- H-H Ditch (536)
* Ditch has a number of junior water rights
* Mixed with water from La Plata Irrigation Company and Pine Ridge Ditch
* Irrigates about 1,100 acres (potentially could be 3,900 acres)
* Return flows go to Long Hollow
- Treanor Ditch (549) - irrigates some of the same lands as the H-H, Slade, and Townsite
ditches
- Slade (542)
* Large winter diversions for stock (ditch has no storage)
* Return flows go to Long Hollow
* Gage located at mouth of Long Hollow
- Red Mesa Ward Supply (563) - feeder to Mormon Reservoir
- Add the following structures to the model:
* Enterprise Ditch
* 540 - irrigates about 115 to 150 acres in Colorado
* 4639 - irrigates in New Mexico
* Pioneer Ditch (4640) - irrigates in New Mexico
- La Plata River Compact:
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* Compact period - November 1 to February 15
* Delivery definition - One half of Hesperus stream gage flow, up to 100 cfs, must be
delivered to State line. Actually, division engineer administrates the obligation as up to a
maximum of 80 cfs.
* Delivery to New Mexico is determined as the stream gage flow at the State line plus
Diversions by the Pioneer Ditch and the New Mexico portion of the Enterprise Ditch.
* Stream gage flow at Hesperus is determined as the stream gage measurement plus
diversions by Pine Ridge Ditch and La Plata-Cherry Creek Ditch (virgin flow is
estimated at the gage)
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3.2.2 Water Districts in Division 4 – San Miguel River Basin
A meeting was held on September 21, 1995 at the office of the Division 4 engineer in
Montrose. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the development of the water
rights planning model for the Dolores River basin and to gain a better understanding of
the administration of water rights in the San Miguel River basin. The focus of the
Division 4 meeting was on Water Districts 60 (San Miguel), 61 (Lower Dolores) and 63
(West Creek) because District 71 (Dolores River) had been covered in the Division 7
meeting. In attendance at the meeting were the following:
Ken Knox
Lyman Campbell
Ray Bennett
Jim Hyre

Division 4 Engineer
Water commissioner District 60 (San Miguel River)
Division of Water Resources
W. Wheeler and Associates, Inc.

Prior to the meeting, Jim Hyre prepared maps (1:100,000 scale) of the San Miguel
River basin knowing the locations of key structures (ditches and reservoirs) which are
being proposed for inclusion in the CRDSS Water Rights Planning Model. The
locations of the structures were based primarily on the descriptions given in the water
rights tabulation data base. Also prior to the meeting, Michael Kane of Riverside
Technology, inc. had prepared a network diagram of the planning model and a
summary of the years in which there were available diversion records for a majority of
the key structures.
The meeting proceeded in a general manner in which, working with the maps showing
the key structures, the following issues were discussed:
•

Administration issues in each Water District

•

Irrigation practices

•

Irrigation and municipal return flow locations

•

Availability of diversion records

•

Irrigated acreage estimates

One of the objectives of the meeting was to attempt to decide which of the key
structures, if any, would not need to be included in the model, but rather be left in the
historical gage record. The discussions also addressed the identification of critical,
water short river reaches within the river basins.
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WATER DISTRICT 60
- The following structures should not be included in the model for the following reasons: 1) no
diversion records are available in the database; and 2) the structure is used for mining purposes
and has very little historical use.
* Blue Lake Sup Pipeline (530)
* Atlanta Flume & PL (514)
* Mud Lake Res and PL (1508)
* Hector Ditch & Water (631)
* Penn Tunnel Wtr Sup PL (734)
* Bear Creek Calumet PL (889)
* Nellie PL & Water (1064)
* Maryland Flume and PL (1054)
* Silver Bell Flume & PL 3 (758)
* Blue Lake Res. No. 1 (3505)
* Lake will be used in the future as a source of replacement water for augmentation
plans.
* Lake is used by three entities: 1) Telluride municipal uses; 2) Idardo mining uses;
and 3)
Eric Johnson (hydropower generation).
* Very little historical use for mining.
* Hydropower generation started in 1994.
* Should include Blue Lake in the model if Telluride's municipal demand is to be
modeled, otherwise leave out of model.
* Bridal Veil PL & Water
* Used to generate hydropower.
* Receives water from Blue Lake which is the main water supply and diverts an
insignificant amount of streamflow.
* Include in the model if Telluride's municipal demand is modeled using Blue Lake.
* Telluride municipal use:
* Receives majority of its water supply from Blue Lake.
* Some water demands are met with groundwater pumping.
* Sewage effluent returns to river below gage 9171200 and upstream of South Fork.
* Demand peaks in January and July. Very little water is used for lawn irrigation.
* New Dominion Ditch (716)
* Very little historical use.
* Leave out of the model.
* Carribeau Water & PL (907)
* Water right has probably been abandoned.
* Very little historical use.
* Leave out of the model.
- Trout Lake (3527)
* Trout Lake and Lake Hope (3509) are used together by PSCo. for generation of power at
Ames and Nucla power plants.
* Power at Nucla is generated using coal and water is needed for the cooling towers. A one
percent per mile transit loss is charged against water deliveries from Trout and Lake
Hope reservoirs to the Nucla plant.
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* Water is released from Lake Hope beginning in November and ending in the spring. The
outlet gates at Lake Hope are opened up so that around 5 to 10 cfs is released at a
constant rate during the winter.
* Very little water consumption occurs at the power plants.
* Trout Lake and Lake Hope have refill decrees.
Wilson Creek PL (1152)
* No diversion records are available in the database.
* Water right has probably been abandoned.
* Leave out of the model.
Ames Illium Hydro Proj (511)
* Receives water from Trout Lake and Lake Hope via pipeline for generation of
hydropower.
Pleasant Valley Ditch (736)
* Diverts water from Big Bear Creek for irrigation.
* Structure is located on Big Bear Creek downstream of the Carriere Ditch (550).
Alexander Ditch (507) - diverts water for irrigation.
Kinley Ditch (659) - diverts approximately five cfs for irrigation.
Carr Waddle Ditch (549)
Diverts water for irrigation.
Water rights are being used in augmentation plans.
Approximately two thirds of the water rights are used for domestic uses and augmentation at
the Telluride airport. About one third of the water rights continue to be used for irrigation.
Carriere Ditch (550)
* Water right is being used at housing developments which use the water for irrigation of
grass meadows.
* Some water is used in the Bilk Creek drainage.
J & M Hughes Ditch (650)
* Used for irrigation in the Beaver Mesa area.
* Structure diverts some water from Saltado Creek but these diversions are not included in
the diversion records.
Mill Ditch and Flume (695)
* Used by the DOW to fill Woods Lake.
* Leave out of the model.
Muddy Creek Ditch (706) - diverts water for irrigation.
* Diversion records for 1975 may not be correct. Possibly fill these year with average
values or use 1978 data.
Williams Ditch (801)
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
Lower Elk Creek Ditch (678)
* Diverts from Elk Creek downstream of Middle Elk Creek Ditch (689).
* Diverts about five to seven cfs.
* Fill missing diversion records with zeros.
* Irrigation lands in the Fall Creek drainage.
Elk Creek Ditch (588) - diverts about ten cfs for irrigation.
Middle Elk Creek Ditch (689) - diverts about ten cfs for irrigation.
Eagle Ditch (583) - diverts water for irrigation.
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- Leopard Creek Ditch (669) - diverts water for irrigation.
- Gold Run Ditch (611) - diverts water for irrigation.
- Neilson D Fern N Enlt (710)
* Diverts water for irrigation.
* Structure is not usable frequently.
* Fill missing diversion records with zeros.
- Leopard Creek Ditch (680636)
* Exports water to Water District 68 (Uncompahgre River basin).
* Diverts around 500 to 800 ac-ft per year.
- Add to the model the Hastings Ditch (628)
- Beaver Mesa Enld Ditch (521) - diverts water for irrigation.
- Naturita Cattle and Land (708) - structure is the same as the Naturita Canal (707) and no
diversions are recorded under 708.
- Naturita Canal (707)
- Feeder canal for Gurley Reservoir.
- Structure has multiple headgates on all the Beaver Creek tributaries.
- Diversions are recorded using a weir at Gurley Reservoir. The recorded diversions included
water diverted from all the tributaries.
- Gurley Reservoir (3507)
* Reservoir contact - Darrold Skalla
* 11,432 ac-ft decreed which includes refill decree of 2,432 ac-ft.
* Capacity of reservoir is 9,000 ac-ft.
* Reservoir provides sole water supply for irrigation of approximately 20,000 acres.
* Irrigated lands are located in the Maverick Canyon area.
- McCulloch Scott Ditch (684)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 300 to 400 acres.
* Irrigated lands are located in the Saltado and Beaver creek drainages.
- Highline Canal (633)
* Key administration ditch on San Miguel mainstem.
* Structure will dry up the river and call out water rights on the upstream tributaries.
* Irrigates around 6,000 to 8,000 acres.
* To help ease transit loss problems along the San Miguel mainstem, water will be diverted
into the Highline Canal for downstream seniors (i.e., B C D Ditch (520)) and deliver the
water to them down-ditch.
- B C D Ditch (520)
* Add structure to the model.
* Ditch has some water rights which are senior to the Highline Canal (633). The Highline
will pass water by its headgate for the B C D Ditch.
- Nucla Power Plant Ditch (723)
* Receives some water from Trout Lake (transit loss is charged against deliveries).
* Very little consumption of water. Power is generated using coal and water is needed for
the cooling towers.
- Tierra Colo Ditch (1131) - structure is not properly classified, should be located in Water
District 68. Leave out of the model.
- Paxton Ditch Extension (733)
* Feeder ditch for Paxton Reservoir (capacity of 1,400 ac-ft).
* Paxton Reservoir is used as the sole water supply for irrigation of about 400 acres.
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* Paxton Reservoir receives some import water from the Uncompahgre River via the North
Paxton Ditch.
Theo Netherly Ditch No. 2 (777) - diverts water for irrigation.
Vogelaar Filler Ditch (790)
* Little historical use.
* No diversion records are available in the database.
* Leave out of the model.
Theo Netherly Ditch No. 3 (1239)
* Little historical use.
* No diversion records are available in the database.
* Leave out of the model.
Easton Ditch Enl (585)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 400 acres.
* Structure is used along with the Dry Park Ditch (582).
* The Dry Park Ditch (582) picks up wastewater from the Easton Ditch for irrigation of
about 200 acres.
Dry Park Ditch (582)
* Main water supply is wastewater from the Easton Ditch.
* Irrigates about 200 acres.
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
Reed Chatfield Ditch Enl. (745)
* Diverts water from the San Miguel mainstem, upstream of the B C D Ditch and
downstream of the Nucla power plant ditch (723).
* Part of the ditch was transferred to the Town of Naturita (approximately four cfs).
* Naturita's municipal use is recorded under structure id 1162 (according to the water
commissioner). Note that structure id 1162 is not listed in the water rights tabulation. Add
structure id 1162 to the model if Naturita's municipal demand is modeled. Town's
effluent returns to the river downstream of gage 9175500 and upstream of Dry Creek.
Denison Ditch (574) - irrigates about 300 to 400 acres along with the Spectacle Ditch (814).
Lone Cone Ditch (672)
* Feeder ditch for Lone Cone Reservoir (3511). Capacity of Lone Cone Reservoir is 1,840
ac-ft.
* Bad diversion record for July 1983.
Spectacle Ditch (814) - irrigates same lands as the Denison Ditch (574).
Lilylands Canal (670)
* Feeder ditch to Lilyland Reservoir
* Fill missing diversion records with average values.
* Do not explicitly model the reservoir.
Miramonte Supply Ditch (696)
* Feeder ditch to Miramonte Reservoir (3512)
* Ditch and reservoir owned and operated by DOW. Reservoir stays full year round.
* Leave out of the model.
Maverick Draw Ditch (831)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 40 acres.
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
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- Hamilton Creek Ex Lilyland Ditch (979)
* Water right has been abandoned.
* Leave out of the model.
- Craver Ditch (569) - diverts water for irrigation.
- Nelson Creek Ditch (713) - diverts water for irrigation of about 200 to 300 acres.
- Swamp Feeder Nelson Creek Ditch (770)
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Hughes Ditch (643) - diverts water for irrigation.
- Second Park Pump (1203)
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Blessing Ditch (528)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 200 acres.
* Structure has been changed to a pumping plant.
* Some diversions may be recorded under the Lounsbury Ditch (676).
* Diversion records are incomplete and diversions are significantly less than its decreed
amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Glencoe Ditch (607) - diverts water for irrigation of about 500 acres.
- Meadow Ditch Extension (687)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 100 acres.
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Templeton Ditch (776)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 40 acres.
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
- Johnson Ditch (827)
* Diverts water for dust control and irrigation of grass on tailing ponds.
* Ditch is not used much.
- San Miguel Power Co. Canal (1100)
* No diversion records are available in the database.
* Structure is not used.
* Leave out of the model.
WATER DISTRICT 61
- The following structures on West Paradox Creek divert water for irrigation and should be
kept in the model:
* Ray Ditch (527)
* South Midway Ditch (517)
* Nafus Ditch (520)
* Galloway Ditch (502)
- AELRP & PL (602) - diverts water from the Dolores River mainstem for irrigation.
- Water rights on the mainstem of the Dolores River (in Division 4) never call for water. Ken
Knox says that the division office considers the Dolores River to be under appropriated.
There are very few water rights on the Dolores River mainstem because the water is too
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salty for irrigation.
WATER DISTRICT 63
- Patterson Ditch (550) - diverts water for irrigation of about 90 acres.
- Red Cross Ditch (553)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 92 acres.
* Diversions are around two cfs and are significantly less than its decreed amount.
- Mesa Creek Ditch (542)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 86 acres.
* Diversions are around five cfs and are significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Cottonwood Ditch (519)
* Diverts significantly less than its decreed amount.
* Leave out of the model.
- Pine Mesa Ditch (552)
* Diverts water for irrigation of about 190 acres.
* Receives some supplemental water from the Craig No. 2 Reservoir (3640). Capacity of
Craig Res. is 251 ac-ft.
- Nolan Ditch (547) - diverts around five cfs for irrigation of about 74 acres.
- Harms and Hazel Ditch (529) - diverts around six cfs for irrigation of about 82 acres.
- Burg Ditch No. 4 (512)
* Diverts around one cfs for irrigation of about 54 acres.
* Leave out of the model.
- Silzell Ditch (558)
* Diverts around six cfs for irrigation of about 60 acres.
* Leave out of the model.
- Cliff Ranch Ditch (518) - diverts around six cfs for irrigation of about 88 acres.
* Bartholomew and Hatch Ditch (501) - diverts around nine cfs for irrigation of about 115
acres.
IRRIGATION PRACTICES:
- Ranching is the predominant occupation in the San Miguel River basin.
- Generally two cuttings of alfalfa are obtained. Occasionally a third cutting occurs during
productive years.
- Ditches generally turn out by the first of May. Ditches in the higher elevations shut their
ditches down by September. In the lower elevations, ditches tend to shut down by mid
October; some ditches will continue to irrigate until November.
- Most ranchers will make a run in November to fill stock ponds.
- Lyman Campbell could not provide an estimate of irrigation efficiency. He personally likes
to run a lot of water over his pastures to create ponds for watering stock.
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3.2.3 Addenda to Division 4 and Division 7 Meeting Notes
This section identifies items in the division meeting notes that require explanation,
clarification, modification or correction.
The basin meeting notes describe the water commissioners and division engineers
identifying several structures as operating with non-decreed exchanges, or alternate
points of diversion. In many cases, these structures were later identified as multiple
structures irrigating the same parcels of land. Structures of this type were modeled with
special operating rules and adjusted demands.
The water commissioners gave estimates of return flow locations and percentages for
some structures. These values were used as guidelines when return flow values were
determined from topographic maps showing the location of irrigated acreages. Water
commissioner estimates were also used as guidelines for irrigation efficiencies. The
actual efficiencies were computed by comparing the estimated consumptive use
requirements with the historical diversions.
Although it was suggested at the basin meetings that Stevens Reservoir (783645) and
Hatcher Reservoir (783626) should be added to the model, they were not included
because of their small size.
Baseflows were developed for Hartman Draw at Wilson Ditch (320690), even though it
was stated at the basin meetings that they may not be required. This was done to be
consistent with the rest of the model.
The meeting notes state that the Banks-Tyner (301033) and Champion (301005) ditches
should be combined, and that the ditches do not receive project water. This statement
needs to be clarified. The Banks-Tyner ditch does receive project water from Lemon
Reservoir. The Champion ditch does not receive project water, and not included as a
key structure because it has small historical diversions.
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4. San Juan and Dolores Basin Instream
Flow Rights
The March 2004 instream flow right tabulation for Division 4 shows there are 133 appropriations
covering 964 stream miles in the San Juan and Dolores River basins. To obtain a copy of the
tabulation, visit the CWCB’s website at www.cwcb.state.co.us , click on “Stream and Lake
Protection” and then ”Instream Flow and Natural Lake Level Water Rights Database”.
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5. Previous San Juan and Dolores Basin
Modeling Efforts
The data collection effort for CDSS called for the review of prior modeling efforts in the San
Juan and Dolores River basins. A series of prior modeling efforts were performed outside of the
CRDSS specific to efforts in the San Juan and Dolores River basins.
Through contact with various government agencies (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S.
Geological Survey, U.S. Division of Wildlife, and Colorado Division of Water Resources,
Colorado Water Conservation Board) and some private companies, five water rights models
were identified. These models are briefly described in this section.

5.1 San Juan River Basin Model (U. S. Bureau of Reclamation)
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) is currently using the generic RIVERWARE
computer model to develop a water resources planning model for the San Juan River basin.
The RIVERWARE model can be tailored to a specific basin by inserting specific nodes or
diversion points and populating the database with basin-specific data. According to the
USBR modeling team, all diversion structures in the San Juan River basin are represented in
the model, although most of the agricultural water rights are included as aggregated
demands.
Project Area: The model network includes the San Juan River and its major tributaries (in
Colorado, Utah and New Mexico). The only reservoirs included in the model are those
operated by the USBR: (1) Vallecito; (2) Lemon; (3) Jackson Gulch; and (4) Navajo. The
model also accounts for the existing agricultural, municipal and industrial demands in the
basin, most of which are represented as aggregated demands for the major reaches of each
stream.
Study Period/Time Step: The model uses reservoir end of month storage content data sets,
historical streamflow data, and consumptive use data for the years 1970 through 1993. There
are actually two distinct models: (1) simulation using a daily time step used to assist in
reservoir operations; and (2) simulation using a monthly time step for water resources
planning studies. If daily data does not exist for a particular structure, monthly data is
disaggregated to create it.
Model Development: The basic model network is based upon the major USGS stream gages
on the San Juan and each of the tributary streams. From these data, baseflows are developed
which represent natural (virgin) flows. Natural flows were generated by adjusting the
historical flows at the USGS gages to account for all man-made depletions, including those
resulting from irrigation, stockpond storage, municipal use and industrial use. The majority
of the agricultural depletions are determined on the basis of irrigated acreage and net
consumptive use estimates. The historical depletive effects attributable to reservoir
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operations are also included in the adjustment of historical gaged streamflows. In order to
estimate natural flows for different reaches of each stream, the USBR determined a number
of sub-basins which designated drainage areas that contributed to the runoff measured at the
gage.
Model Calibration: The USBR modeling team used the time period 1970 through 1993 for
calibration. Once the natural flows were determined, the team quantified the demands
(aggregated) for each river reach between the gages. The irrigation demands were calculated
outside of the model framework using the same assumptions used for the generation of
baseflows. Average consumptive use (CU) estimates were based on the modified BlaneyCriddle methods and typical cropping patterns. The CU was multiplied by the number of
total irrigated acres in the reach (as supplied by the Division of Water Resources) and an
adopted average irrigation efficiency.
Model Production Runs: The daily time step model will be used by the USBR to assist in
reservoir operation studies. The monthly time step model will be used in larger scale water
resources planning studies. Conceivably, both models could be used to address water
quantity/quality issues, including those pertaining to the endangered species recovery
implementation program or Native American water rights claims.
Eventually, the USBR anticipates that a CU prediction component may be added to the
model as well as a link to the DNR or USBR database for irrigated acreage. An effort is
underway to link the model to the USGS real-time HYDROMET (streamflow and weather)
data. Also, the model may be linked to the USGS MMS model which would estimate
rainfall-runoff for a given precipitation event.
Pertinence to CRDSS: In addition to gaining a better understanding of the hydrology and
water demands in the San Juan basin, specific data from the USBR San Juan River Basin
Model have been acquired and incorporated into the CRDSS database. These data include the
following:
1)

Navajo Reservoir - Monthly evaporation

2)

Navajo Reservoir - Historical releases to the NIIP Project

3)

San Juan Chama Project - Historical diversions

4)

Miscellaneous Irrigation Demands for Structures in New Mexico.

5.2 San Miguel River Basin Model (Boyle Engineering)
BESTSM is another generic river model, developed exclusively by Boyle Engineering
Corporation (Boyle). Under contract to the CWCB, Boyle developed a water rights planning
model for the San Miguel River basin, using the "Green Mountain" version of BESTSM.
Boyle also developed a FORTRAN model to analyze certain reservoir operations and ditch
systems in greater detail. The model was also intended to evaluate new reservoir sites to
provide supplemental irrigation supplies.
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Project Area: The project area includes the mainstem of the San Miguel River from near the
Town of Naturita to the headwaters and some of the major tributaries (e.g. Beaver Creek).
The model focused on water rights in the Norwood area (i.e. Gurley Reservoir and Cone
Reservoir).
Study Period/Time Step: The San Miguel Model operates over a 40-year study period
beginning in the mid 1950s and utilizes a monthly time step.
Model Development: The BESTSM Model operates very similar to the StateMod Model
used in the CRDSS. The BESTSM Model utilizes historical diversion records and data
related to reservoir storage contents for approximately 30 diversion structures, representing
about 50 water rights. Some of the water rights/structures were aggregated.
Model Production Runs: The model has been used to analyze the water supply and
feasibility of developing small irrigation projects in the Norwood area. The intent is to
improve irrigation water supply and water availability. The project is presently on hold as
apparently water users in the basin are providing little or no cooperation.
Pertinence to CRDSS: The executable code for the San Miguel Model was submitted to the
CWCB in late August. Only limited documentation was available for review, including a
technical appendix containing some pertinent information related to ditch diversion data and
assumptions concerning water right operations. This work was useful in assisting in the
general knowledge of the San Miguel River basin. However, based on a review of this
documentation, no specific data from the model were used for the CRDSS San Juan Model.

5.3 Animas/La Plata Project Model (Hydrosphere Resource
Consultants)
Under contract to several parties, including the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund,
Hydrosphere developed a spreadsheet model to analyze the effects of the Animas/La Plata
Project (ALP) operations on streamflows in the Animas River basin and the lower San Juan
River. The model is also used to address alternative scenarios for development of the ALP to
achieve approximately the same objectives with respect to irrigation water supplies and M &
I water supplies for use by the Indian tribes and by non-Indian water users. These objectives
are accomplished by emphasizing water use efficiency and use of existing water supply
systems. As such, this modeling work relates primarily to future scenarios of demands and
water resources management, rather than historical conditions. The work was completed in
October 1995.
Project Area: The model covers the service area of the ALP, primarily the mainstem of the
Animas River from Durango to its confluence with the San Juan River in New Mexico. For
some of the alternatives, Navajo Reservoir on the mainstem of the San Juan River was reoperated.
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Study Period/Time Step: The model uses historical data for the years 1931 through 1990.
The majority of the modeling is based on a monthly time step. A daily model was developed
to analyze specific years (critical dry years) in greater detail.
Model Development: The primary emphasis of this effort was to re-examine the demands for
irrigation and M & I water supplies, for both Indian and non-Indian uses. The work also
involved evaluation of improved irrigation efficiencies for both the ALP and for the
irrigation water imported from the Dolores River. For the specific operation studies, the
Hydrosphere models followed the methodologies and analyses performed by the USBR and
described in the Definite Plan Report (DPR) for the ALP. Most of the basic input data was
drawn from USBR documents and databases. These data were used for the sake of
consistency in comparing the model results with prior USBR work regarding the ALP
impacts.
For the simulation studies involving re-operation of Navajo Reservoir, Hydrosphere utilized
its in-house Colorado River Model (CRM), a monthly model that simulates the hydrology
and depletions in the entire Colorado River basin. The assumptions related to basin-wide
depletions used in the CRM were not specifically reviewed as part of this overview.
Pertinence to CRDSS: Because the modeling studies are primarily designed to address future
operations and impacts of the ALP, rather than historical conditions, no specific data from
the Hydrosphere model was used in the CRDSS San Juan Model. The final report
documenting the studies was useful in understanding many of the related water right issues in
the basin.

5.4 Navajo Reservoir Operation Model (Leonard Rice Consulting
Water Engineers)
Under contract to the Southwestern Water Conservation District, Leonard Rice Consulting
Water Engineers (LRCWE) developed a comprehensive spreadsheet model of the San Juan
River mainstem from Navajo Reservoir to the USGS stream gage at Bluff, Utah. The model
was used to analyze the effects of alternative operational scenarios for Navajo Reservoir, in
particular alternative release schedules for downstream irrigation demands and for instream
fishery purposes.
Project Area: The LRCWE Model includes the mainstem of the San Juan River from Navajo
Reservoir to the USGS stream gage at Bluff. It also includes the effects of depletions
upstream of Navajo Reservoir (the San Juan Chama Project) and the effects that operation of
the ALP would have on the flows of the Animas River and the La Plata River tributaries.
Study Period/Time Step: The LRCWE Model operates on a monthly time step over a study
period of 1929 through 1974, outside of the study period used for the CRDSS San Juan
Model.
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Model Development: The framework for the LRCWE Model is based largely on data
obtained from similar studies performed by the USBR, including estimates of the projected
diversions by the major water rights on the mainstem of the San Juan in New Mexico (both
for irrigation and industrial uses), estimates of return flow from these structures, estimates of
depletions upstream of Navajo Reservoir, and estimates of channel losses, reservoir
evaporation and the anticipated diversions and return flows associated with the operation of
the ALP. The model operates on the basis of inflows (natural streamflow, irrigation return
flows and stream gains) and outflows (diversions, channel losses and evaporation),
calibrating against the historical recorded streamflows at the key USGS gage stations. The
model also simulates operation of the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project (NIIP).
Model Production Runs: The model was used to evaluate the availability of water for
instream flow demands for the downstream fishery on the San Juan River, after satisfying the
existing and projected demands for irrigation and industrial water on the river. These
demands included future irrigation use by the NIIP, the Jicarilla Apache demands, and the
anticipated operation of the ALP. During production runs, different levels of releases from
Navajo Reservoir were evaluated to determine the impact on existing uses.
Pertinence to CRDSS: Much of the basic data in the LRCWE Model related to historical and
projected diversions by the major mainstem water rights in New Mexico were adopted for
use in the CRDSS San Juan Model. These data include average monthly diversions and
return flows for the following structures: Citizen Ditch, Hammond Project, Fruitland Canal,
Jewitt Canal, Hogback Canal, and the future demands of the NIIP (at full development).
Diversion demands for the San Juan Power Plant and the Four Corners Power Plant were
modified based on interviews with those users.

5.5 Dolores Project Operation Model (USBR)
A columnar operation study was performed by the USBR to analyze the operational effects
of the Dolores Project within the Dolores River, Mancos River, and McElmo Creek basins.
These studies, which are summarized in the Dolores Project Definite Plan Report (DPR),
were used to support the feasibility of the project.
Project Area: The Dolores Project area is located in Montezuma and Dolores Counties and
derives its water supply from the Dolores River. The irrigated area for the project is located
in the Montezuma Valley area (tributary of McElmo Creek), the lower Mancos River
drainage (Towaoc and Navajo Wash) and areas tributary to the lower reaches of McElmo
Creek (Dove Creek area).
Study Period/Time Step: The USBR's columnar operation study uses monthly data for the
study period 1928 through 1973.
Model Use: The columnar study was incorporated as part of the USBR Dolores Project
Definite Plan report. The study was used to justify the development of additional irrigation
water supplies in the Montezuma Valley and other project service areas, including delivery to
the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe.
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Pertinence to CRDSS: The columnar operation study was useful in understanding the
operation of the Dolores Project and the demands of the Montezuma Valley Irrigation
Company. USBR maps of the irrigated acreage under the project were also utilized to
determine the locations of irrigation return flows for use in the CRDSS San Juan Model.
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